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ABSTRACT 
The range of Xe, Kr, A, Ne. and N iona in AI, Be. B, and 
C haa been investigated for incident ion energy in the region 50-500 
kev. A monoenergetic ion beam accelerated in an electrosta~ic 
accelerator strike. a thick target of the stopping material. and the 
penetration depth of the ions beneath the surface is determined by 
a momentum analysis of monoenergetic protons elastically scattered 
from the target and embedded atoms. A linear range-energy behav-
lor is observed tor Xe, Kr. and A ions. but dE/dR increases with 
ion energy for N and Ne ions. The range-energy expression of 
Nielsen based upon elastic nuclear collisions predicts a constant 
dEl dR for Xe and Kr ions which i8 20 to 28 per cent above the ex-
perimental value8. A more recent theory by Lindhard and Scharff 
which includes electron excitation of the stopping atoms fits the 
X. in Be, Kr in Be, and Kr in Al experimental data to within 
Eti~F per cent. but is systematically higher than the Xe in Al val-
ues by +35 per cent at 50 kev down to +2 per cent at 500 kev. For 
A, Ne, and N ion •• where the low velocity elastic nuclear colliaion 
theory is not- applicable, the Lindhard-Scharff predictions are from 
o to +15 per cent above the experimental values. 
Part 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The range of heavy ions in solid ,materials at very low ion 
velocities is of interest in the understanding of radiation damage, 
in nuclear recoil measurements. and in experiments utUizing heavy 
ion accelerators. Because 01 the extremely small penetration depths 
involved E~ 10-4 cm. in solids). suitable techniques for measuring 
such ranges have only recently been developed. 
An article by Nielsen (Nielsen, 1956) suggested a method 
for measuring ranges in solids in the kev energy region by elasti-
cally scattering protons or d$uterons from a target blank which 
previously had been bombarded by the heavy ions. The method is 
particularly suited to this laboratory sinca elastic scattering tech-
niques for measuring target composition have been extensively 
developed here. (Snyder. 1950, Brown, t95t. Wenzel. t95Z. Bar-
din, 1961). 
N. Bohr (Bohr. 1948) had previously laid the groundwork 
for a theoretical description of the stopping of heavy ions at low 
velocities. In 1956 Nieleen re-examined the problem and obtained 
a range-energy expression numerically Z/3 as large, but identical 
in charge and mass dependence, as Bohr's expression when the 
ion mas. is much greater than the target atom mass. 
In seeking experimental results with which to compare his 
theoretical predictions, Nielsen could find only a few indirect mea-
surements. These were measurements by MUeikowsky (MUeikow-
sky. 1954) and Thulin (Thulin. t 955) of the straggling of heavy ion •. 
These authors analyzed by elastic scattering and (p, a) reactions 
the distribution of ions embedded in targets prepared in the Stockholm 
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isotope separator, from which ions strike the collecting target :with 
45 kev of energy. These authors did not measure the depth of pene-
tration because of uncertainties as to the condition of the target 
surface. Rather they measured the width of the distribution of the 
embedded ions due to straggling. Bohr's theory relates the width 
of the distribution with the depth of penetration; by using this rela-
tion Nielsen obtained ranges from the measurements of MUeikowsky 
and Thulin which fit the Nieleen prediction within 20 per cent. 
These range values. the only ones available prior to this experi-
ment, did not provide a systematic test of the Charge, mass, or 
energy dependence of the range-energy expression. and it was with 
the purpose of obtaining better experimental information that this 
experiment was undertaken. 
The method employed in the preseDt experiment was sug-
gested by Nielsen's paper. but it is distinctly different in that both 
range and range stragglinl are measured independently. The 
method has been examined with 80me care and the method itself 
constitutes an original dbc108ure of thi8 the8b a8 well as the range 
measurements obtained with it. A method similar to the one em-
ployed here. utUizing (P. y) reaction, instead of elastic scattering 
to detect the embedded ions, has since been reported by two 
groups independently: au.eva, et a1. (auseva. 1959). and Po rat 
and Ramavataram (Porat, 1960). 
Theoretical analysis of the stopping of very low velocity 
ions has also progressed whUe this experiment was under way. 
Lindhard and Scharff have recently furnished us a paper, prior to 
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publication, in which they analyze the energy 10S6 due to elastic 
nuclear scattering in a manner similar to that employed by Bohr 
and Nielsen except that the Thomas-Fermi interaction potential· 
is integrated numerically. whereas Bohr and £<,iel&en approximate 
the interaction potential with an expression varying as 1' .. 2 to ob-
tain all integral in closed form. Lindhard and Scharff also include 
an additional electronic contribution to the stopping cross section 
which is not negligible at low velocities and which must be included 
in order to achieve agreement with our experimental results. 
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11. THEORY 
ll.A. Introduction. 
The passage of an atom through matter involves complicated 
many-body interactions between the moving nucleus and itl bound 
electrons with the nuclei and electrons of the stopping material. 
This formidable problem may be adequately represented by Simpler 
approximations in certain particular cases of practical interest: 
(a). In the limit of high velocity of the moving particle, all 
of its electrons are stripped away. Several theoretical studies (Bohr, 
i9i3; Bethe, i930. Bloch, t933) of the motion of a charaed particle 
through matter have shown that it lo •• s its energy predominantly 
by inelastic encounters which excite or ionize the atoms along its 
path. Althouah these theories require an empirical constant to 
allow for the complexity of the electron binding in the stopping 
, atoms, they neverthele.s provide valuable insight into the stopping 
process. In particular, they show that as the moving particle ve-
locity dec~eaKesI the mOlt tiahtly bound inner electrone of the 
stopping atom will no longer take part in the stopping, and as the 
velOCity decreases further more and more electrons wUl be inef-
fective. This approximation is therefore applicable only to ione 
of high velocity. and the theory predicts that for the low velocity 
ions of this experiment, energy loss by inelastic encounters will 
play only a small part. 
(b). Heavy ions of velocity sufficient to lose energy by the 
inelastic encounters mentioned above may carry with them one or 
more bound electrons, and repeated capture and loss of electrons 
will change the net charge of the moving ion rapidly. There is no 
·5· 
satisfactory theory of the energy loss process in this velocity region. 
Knipp and Teller (Knipp. 1941) have assumed that the energy 108s is 
stUl predominantly througb excitation and ionization of the stopping 
medium. and they compute an average charge for the moving ion 
which they substitute in the expressions applicable to high velocity 
ionl. Althougb their results fit experimental measurements sur-
prisingly well (NorthclWe, 1960. Heckman. 1960). their theory ie 
clearly inapplicable to atoms which are neutral for any significant 
fraction of the time, and their neglect of any energy 10s8 in excita-
tion or ionization of the moving ion is disturbing. 
(c:). At very low velocities, the ion will be unable to excite 
even the most loosely bound electrone in the stopping material. 
and it is at these same low velocities that the moving atom wUl 
finally acquire its full complement 01 electrons. The stopping pro-
cess now takes place through an elastic encounter between the moving 
atom and the atoms in the stopping material. If the interaction can 
be represented by a simple two-body potential. one may calculate 
the rate of energy lo.s of the moving atom. 
q~is section of the thesis discusses the theory applicable 
to the velocity region (c) above. Our discussion necessarily leans 
heavUyon Bohr's 1948 paper-every little new has been said on this 
subject since then; the differences between Bohr's results and the 
theoretical tr4!latment contained herein are discussed in Section U. G 
below. The calculations to follow are based on a classical orbit 
picture. the us. of which b justified in Section U. B. Section U. C 
containa a formal derivation of the expression for dE/dR in term .. 
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of an arbitrary interaction potential. In II. D an approximation to the 
screened potential is introduced to permit evaluation of an expression 
for dE/dR. Range and range straggling are discussed in Section ll. E. 
Section II. F deals with the true path length. in terms of the projected 
path length. Section II. H discusses the expected range-energy behav-
ior outside the velocity region (c) a.bove. 
U. B. Interaction Potential. Limits of Applicability of a Classical 
Argument. 
Vi e consider the interaction between an atomic particle and 
the matter through which it penetrates. The incident particle has 
mas s M1• nuclear charge e1 = ZlE. initial velocity v L. and initial 
energy E L . The atoms of which the matter is composed have mass 
MO" nuclear charge .0 = ZOE, and zero initial energy. In the center 
of mass system the problem i8 equivalent to that of a single particle 
of mass 
(1) 
at a di8tance r from a fixed center of force. To represent the elec-
trostatic potential in the vicinity of an atom of atomic number Z, we 
V(R) -R/a-l follow Bohr (Bohr, 1948, p. 19) in using --e = Ze e R where 
a is the "screening parameter". The screening parameter is obtained 
from the Thomas-Fermi statistical model (Schiff. 1955) and has the 
1/3 2/ 2 form a = aF/Z . where a B i8 the Bohr radius i'i .,.e of the hydrogen 
atom. 
The total screening effect for the heavy atoms we are concerned 
with depends upon the presence of the electrons in the incident atom 
as well as in the stopping atom. We take the charge distribution for 
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the incident atom to be ZlE eXP(-R1z//3/aB)/R1, the charge distribution 
for the stopping atom to be ZOE eXP(-Rozol/3/aB)/Ro' and take the 
relative separation of the atoms to be r. It is shown in APPENDIX I 
that the energy of interaction between these atoms is 
1/3 1/3/a 2/3 -rZO laB 2/3 -rZ1 B (ZO • e .. Z1 • e ) 
(Z 2/3 Z 2/3) 
o - 1 
(2) 
By expanding the exponentials in this expression, we readily see that 
VCr) doe,; not greatly differ from the approximate expression 
ZOZ1E 2e -ria 
Va (r) = r (3) 
where 
I: 2/3 2/3 a = as/ Zo + Zl . (4) 
The rather simple expression of equation 3 for the potential energy of 
interaction b~tween the atoms differs from the ordinary Coulomb inter-
action only by the presence of the screening factor exp(-r/a). 
A classical orbit approximation will be used in the following 
caleulations and it is appropriate before going further to justify the 
use of this classical approximation. It is first convenient to intro-
duce the de Broglie wave length ~ of the moving particle and also the 
Coulomb "collision diameter" b: 
and 
Bohr (Bohr, 1948,pp. 27, 18) then defines the following criteria for 
the approximate validity of classical orbit calcula.tions in scattering 
(5) 
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problems: 
(1). K« b. In the experiments described in this thesis b/X 
varies between 102 and 104 so that this condition is always satisfied. 
(2). The potential must be relatively constant over the dimen-
eions of the wave f'acket representing the particle. The scale of the 
variation of the potential in equation 3 is a. hence 1C must be much 
smaller than a: ~/a« 1. The .quantity ~/a is proportional to l/v L and 
for any energy greater than 0.25 ev. Ko/a < 1. Bohr emphasizes the 
fact that for the screened Coulomb potential small angle scattering 
through angles les8 than ~/a cannot be represented by the ort:.:Lt ap-
proximation. 
II. C. Stopping Power and Energy Straggling. 
As a first step toward obtaining the range and range straggling. 
we would like to obtain general expressions for the total energy lost. 
and for the mean square deviation of the energy lost, in a section 6R 
of the total path R. These expre.sions can then be integrated to find 
the range and range atraggling. We begin by letting n 1 be the number 
of collisions in path length aR in which an energy between T i and 
T i + AT i is transferred to the stopping atom. n i is distributed around n -<.to) 
its mean value Wi' according to the Poieson law P(ni ) = E~iK i,/nil. 
which applies to any problem involving random processes depending 
on a large number of trials, the probability of occurrence of the pro-
cess being small and constant. The trials are the collisions with the 
atoms along a path length 6R which is long compared with atomic di-
mensions. The total energy lost by the particle in 6R is the sum over 
all energy transfers, or ~b = fTini' The average value of ~b will 
be given by 
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LS:E' = ~qK w. 
1 1 1 
For the mean square deviation of AE we have 
(6) 
(7) 
z CX) Z n1 -w. 
since. for the Poisson distribution, (ni-w.) = l: (n. -wi) (wi e 1)/n.1 
. 1 n ISO 1 1 
= W., and the cross terms average to zero. Weinow introduce wi = Nc.Rdcr., 
1 1 
where N is, the number of stopping atoms/cm 3 and dUi is the classical 
differential cross section for an energy transfer between T. and T. + ATi • 1 1 
Upon passing to the limit of very small energy intervals, C.Ti , we obtain 
for the average energy lost in AR 
(' 
AE' = NAR J Tdu 
and for the mean square energy deviation 
The energy T imparted to the stopping atom is determined from the 
kinematics of the motion. The differential scattering cross section 
(8) 
(9) 
is dO' = 21/'pdp. where p is the impact parameter at which the moving 
particle loses energy T. The impact parameter is defined as the per-
pendicular distance between the force center and the initial velocity 
vector. 
To find T. refer to fig. 1. which illustrates the determination 
- -of the laboratory velocities vl and v 0 after the collision from the 
Center of mass velocity;: = M,. -;lL/(M1tMO). It is easy to see that 
y =: vOsin '" = VOsin( (1I'-8c )/2] = v c sin8c . Consequently, v O=2vc sin(8c/2), 
and as a result, 
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2 Z 
. sin (9 /Z) = T sin (9 /Z) 
c m c 
(10) 
where (11) 
is the maximum energy lost by the incident atom in a single encounter. 
The integral in equation 8 can be evaluated if T = T (8 c) can be 
expressed as a function of p. The formal solution (Massey. 195Z) 
for the scattering angle Q
c 
between the asymptotes of the orbit of mo-
tion expressed as a function of p is 
~ = c 
where u = 1/r is the reciprocal of the relative separation r. V(u) is 
(lZ) 
the repulsive interaction potential energy. and U o = 1/ r . corre sponds mm 
to the turning point in the orbit and is determined from 
Equations 10 and lZ determine T as a function of p which can be sub-
stituted in equation. 8 and 9 to yield formal expressions for ll.E/6R 
and Q2 (ll.E). 
U. D. Approximate Interactlon Potential. 
(13) 
The integral in equation lZ cannot be evaluated in closed form 
for the interaction energy V(r) = Va(r) given by equation 3. We follow 
Bohr in approximating Va (r) with an nth power repulsive potential 
energy of the form 
V (r) = k /ro. 
n n (14) 
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At a distance R from the center. V.(r) and V n(r) can be made to vary 
in the same manner by eq\lating the logarithmic derivatives of the two 
functions at R to obtain 
(IS) 
where e is the base of the natural logarithmic system. It is seen that 
for R « a. we have an ordinary Coulomb field. whUe for R;:: a. the 
increased influence of the screening implies a field of the fo·rm given 
in equation 14 with increasing values of n. 
The principal contribution to the integral in equation lZ comes 
from value. 01 I' in the neighborhood of I' i . One therefore seeks to 
mn 
match V n and Vain the neighborhood of r = r min' Matching the poten-
-2 tial V n and Va at R = a yields V n = kzr • which can be integrated in 
closed form, and which should give a good approximation to the scat-
tering of particles for which rmin=- a. The ratio rmin/a depends on 
p as weU as on E. Let 1" in. I' • for p = O. the minimum distance 
m mm 
of closest approach in head-on collisions. The ratio r~in/a varies 
from -0.1 (for SOO-kev A ions or 50-kev N and No ions) to -3 (for 10-
kev Xe ions in Be and Al). Nielsen (Nielsen. 1956) has proposed that 
a potential of the form V = kZr -2 Uh~uld be a sufficiently good approxi-
mation provided that O. S < 1" i la < 2. If we adhere rigorously to 
mn 
these limits on r' i la. and further demand. for example. that 90 mn 
per cent of the stopping process occur within these limits, then we find 
-2 that the approximate potential kZr should apply only to the following 
region of our measurements: 
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Xe in A1 and Be 
Kr in A1 and Be 
A in Be, B. and C 
300--500 kev 
100- -500 kev 
0-- 50 kev 
None of our measuremenh with N and Ne ions fall within these limits 
on r' . la. 
mm 
VI e now proceed to solve equation 12 for an interaction potential 
of the form given by equation 14 with n = 2. The upper limit. uO=l/r
min • 
on the integral is readily seen from equation 13 to be l/r i = 
mn 
[p2 + kz(Mo+lvf1.)/UV10EL>rt. With this upper limit in mind. then. 
the integration is quite easily performed with the result that 
(16) 
Solving this equation in turn for the impact parameter p in terms of 
the scattering angle 6
c 
yields 
(17) 
where 
by use of equations 5 and 15. Since the classical differential scattering 
cross section i8 do- :: 271pdp, direct 8ubstitution of equations 10. 16, and 
18 into equation 8 yields the following: 
."P=<X> .. p:aoo 
AE" /i::l.R '= NT (. 8in2(6 /2)21lpdp = 21T:NT ('J pdp' cos2[ 11'/(2 Yl+pZ /pZ)] • 
m ~::l C m ... peO C 
(19) 
The result of the integration. the details of which are given in APPEN-
DIX n. is 
where 
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NT 1T2p 2 
~ / ~o = 4 c [-4/rr + 2Si{1r) - 5i(2,,)1 , 
x 
Si{x) = C ~ dx • J o x 
(20) 
(21) 
Evaluating the sine integrals Egahnf~e and F;uie, 1945) and substituting 
for T and p Z by use of equations 11, 5, and 18 we obtain 
m c 
AE' r ly~ Z a 2 
-rw- = N ]' + $0/ ZOZ1E - 11' (.9968) • 
ll.L'\ \;"0 '1 e (22) 
It is interesting to note that this expression is indep,;ndent of the par-
ticle energy. 
In order to compute the energy straggling, we substitute equa-
tiona 10. 16. and 18 into equation 9 to obtain 
p=oo p=cx> 
2 (li 2 E~ 4r i 22 
n (L:.E)=NART Z ) sin 4(8 /2)Zrpdp = 21TT Nb.R \ pdp. cos l11 /(2Hp /p )). 
m, p=o c m '-p=o c 
(23) 
The result of the integration. the details of which are also given in 
APPEl'JDIX II is 
112Np2T' AR 
n'(aE) = 4 m [ -4/7f + ,SI(11) - 25i(21T) +-l-Si(41T) 1 
'l\r ZT 2, (24) 11 i~p R 
= 4 c m~ (.3145);;; P
v
.6.R. 
where the sine integrals have been evaluated and lumped together into 
the numerical constant (.3145). Equation 24 gives the mean square 
deviation of the energy . .6.E which is lost in the path length L.\R. 
II. E. Range and Range Straggling. 
The expression for AE/6R in equation 22 is independent of energy 
and can be integrated directly to obtain for the total range 
(MO + W"1.) 
R(cm) = N M} 
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(Z5) 
where the screening parameter given by equation 4 has been included. 
We obtain the final expression for the range by using the fact that 
N = NoPO/MO' where Po is the target density, and by collecting the 
various numerical factore into a single constant as follows: 
The flu.ctuation in AE which is specified by the mean square 
energy deviation 02(AE) in equation 24. will give rise to a Gaussian 
distribution of the values of AR corresponding to a fixed amount of 
energy los. AE with a meu square deviation (Bohr. 1948. p. 127) 
given by 
where us. has been made of equation 24. Upon integrating equation 
27 over the entire energy range, therefore. we obtain the straggling 
in the total range, .!!! .. 
EL EL P dE 
OZ(R) = S (22(AR) = S \I 3 (28) 
o 0 (dE/dR, 
NM Z Z 2 
Since dE/dR =L 1 0 11 (. 996a)E 2a ;: K, a constant Ml+~ J 2/3 2/3 e B 
, Zo + Zl. 
which is inde pendent of energy, we obtain with the help of equations 
11, 18. and 24 
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P ~i =KR 
2 v 1 ( 1 
n (R) = ~ ::T J EdE = 'Z 
L K 0 
which is readily simplified to 
with the aid of equations 11, 18. 22. and 24. 
1I. F. True Path Length in Terms of Projected Path Length. 
The true path length R can be expressed in terms of the pro-
jected path length R by the following relation (Bichsel. 1957): p 
(29) 
(30) 
where li is the distance between the ith and (i + l)th small angle col-
lision. and @ i is the net accumulated angle between the initial beam 
axis and the particle velocity vector prior to the (Hl)th collision. 
Equation 30 can alao be expressed in integral form 
(31) 
~ 
where (5) (.t), the mean square deviation in angle from the initial beam 
axis at a distance 1 along the true path, is given by Fermi (Fermi, 1950): 
-a:> 
2 :z #,) J: dIN R~mmax a~EpFO"mdm 
fF) (l)=n(l)6L = lj1l) (32) 
6L is the laboratory angle between collisions, nUl is the average num-
ber of collisions suffered by the moving atom in a distance .I. along the 
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path. N is the num be r of stopping atom .. / cm 3 , and p is the impact 
parameter. 
The laboratory scattering angle 6L is expressed in terms of 
the center of mass scattering angle 6
c 
by the relation 
cot 6L = ~ csc 6c + cot 6c ' 
which for M1» MO becomes: 
MO 
8L := -M sin 6 • 
"'1 c 
Substituting equation 16 into 33 and the result into equation 32 yields 
pdp. 
(33) 
(34) 
The second integral ie readily evaluated along the line 8 of APPENDIX 
II. so that equation 34 becomes 
where the sine integrals have been evaluated and equation 18 has been 
used. Ei is the initial energy with which the ion strikes the target, 
and E is the energy of the ion at a distance 1. beneath the surface. 
ThereIore 
-17-
(35) 
Substituting equation 35 into equation 31 we obtain 
since Ei/(dE/cU) = R and x In x-"O as x-O. Upon substituting for dE/dl 
from equation 22 and k2 from equation 15 we obtain for IV,,» MO: 
M 1\1 R R = 1. 373 0 R _ lOR 
- p 4(ri. 9968) Ml - 2. 904 Ml ' 
or (36) 
II. G. Comparison with Other Theoretical Analyses. 
Bohr and his collaborators. Nielsen. Lindhard. and Scharff. have 
previously analyzed the energy lOBS by elastic scattering. Our equation 
26 for the range is identical with that obtained by Nielsen (Nielsen, 1956). 
Lindhard and Scharff (Lindhard. 1961a, derive an expression for (AE/NAR) 
which agrees with our expression 22 except for the constant C.9968). 
which is 1. 0 in their expression. Bohr (Bohr. 1948; p. 139) derives an 
expression for dE/dR in the limit of Ml/MO » 1 and Zl/ZO » 1 
"';/3 ., 
dE/dR 1'\1 'JI"N a B Z1" zoe" 
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while our equation 1.2 yields. in the same limits. 
Bohr's expression for dE/dR above is based on an isotropic scattering 
approximation. dcr = (cr/411')c:k->. where cr = 1iDp~K Repeating his calcula-
tion we find. again in the same limits 
The isotropiC scattering approximation thus yields a value of dE/dR 
about 2./3 the value obtained by using dO" from equation 16 or 17. 
2. 2 . 
The expression for n (R)/R given by Bohr (Bohr, 1948; p. 140) 
is aleo based on the isotropic scattering model and is exactly a factor 
2 greater than expression 29 above. If Ml » 11,10 , it is seen from equa-
tion 11 that the particles can lose only a very small fraction of their 
energy in a single collision and. as a result, the values of oC:.E. corres-
ponding to a section of the range for which the average number of col-
lisions is large. will be distributed according to the normal law of 
-
error. If Ml < MO' the incident particle will in almost every collision 
suffer a large deflection and the stopping and straggling will thereby 
be overshadowed by diffusion eUects. Consequently, when this latter 
condition applies, the distribution may then deviate markedly from a 
Gaussian law. Bohr therefore considers only gKKKK~» MO and uses for 
the range straggling 
(37) 
Nielsen quotes this same expression, but Lindhard and Scharff (Lind-
hard, 1961a) use the same expression as our equation 29. For those 
cases where Ml » MO and where the theory as we have developed 
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it is applicable, we thereby expect the range to be distributed accord-
ing to the normal law of errol' 
2 2 
-(R-RO) /20 0 e , (38) 
with m.ost probable range RO given by equation 25 (or 26) and the stand-
ard deviation 0 0 given by equation 29. 
Lindhard and Schar£! (Lindhard. 1961a) also make a more exact 
calculation of the range a.s a function of energy by using the potential 
energy V(r) = ZI Zot 2cp 0(1'/&)/1' , where cpo(r/a) is the Fermi function 
of. a. neutral atom. The result of their numerical integra.tion gives a 
range-energy dependence fab"ly close to that predicted by our equation 
26. Their curve predicts a. greater range £01' the following energy 
region: 
Xc in Be and AI: 0--85 key 
Kr in Be and AI: 0--"'" 3 5 kev 
A in Be: 0--'" 5 kev 
vvith the maximum discrepancy being"'" 30 per cent at roughly one-third 
the maximum energies Usted. For higher energies than those listed, 
their curve predicts a smaller range with the maximum discrepancy 
being 12 per cent at 150 l~ev Kr In Be or 400 key Xe in Be. The differ ... 
ence between Lindh.ard and Scharff's range-energy relation and that 
predicted by equation 2.6 may be seen in figures 11-18 in which the soUd 
curve is given ")y equation 26 and the Lindhard .. Scharff expression is 
plotted as a dotted curve. 
Lindhard and Scharff (Lindhard, 1961a) have worked out the £01-
-2 lowing expression based on a r type potential for the projected path 
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length in terms of the true path length: 
Their result 1{,II{p = (1 + Ml/P~F agrees quite well with our value in 
equation 36. 
(39) 
Lindhard and Scharff also make the statement that as far as the 
range straggling is concerned 
1I. H. Expected Range-Energy Behavior For Velocities Outside the 
Region of Our Approximation. 
(40) 
We have listed in Section U. D the energy regions over which we 
expect the theory based on a kzr·
2 potential to be valid. For velocities 
which are larger than the velocities of this region the screening effects 
become negligible; therefore. the energy loss. t:..E/ AR. due to nuclear 
collisions will have a different energy dependence which can readily be 
found. It is well known (Bohr. 1948. p. 6) that the relative scattering 
angle 8
c 
between the asymptotes of the hyperbolic orbit of- motion in 
an ordinary Coulomb force field is 
(41) 
where b is the "collision diameter" (equation 5) and p the impact parame-
ter. One readily obtains. then. for the Rutherford differential scattering 
cross section 
~here use has been made of equation 10. Putting the latter expression 
into equation 8. one obtains for the stopping due to nuclear collisions 
in an unscreened Coulomb field 
EE/AR = 7I'(b2/4)NT log(T /T i) m m mn (42.) 
where T min is the value of T corresponding to the limiting angle a
min 
depending on the screening of the field. Thus. when the velocity of 
the incident particle is sufiiciently high that screening effects are neg-
Hgible. equation 42. describes the energy 10s8 due to elastic scattering. 
and equation 22. is no longer applicable. 
In order to determine roughly what value of a
min corresponds 
to T i ' we fir·at recognize that as long as the impact parameter p iu 
mn . 
small compared to the screening radius a. the deflection will occur 
essentially in the unscreened part of the field. but when p~ a the screen-
ing effects are important and must be considered. Consequently. if we 
take p = a as the limiting impact parameter corresponding to T min' we 
see from equation 41 that e i - b;' a, and that 
mn 
log (43) 
where equatious 5. 10. and 11 have been used. It is seen from this latter 
expression that n/ AR due to nuclear collisions decreases. with increas-
ing velocity. If the stopping were determined entirely by nuclear stopping 
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effects, then1we would expect the range to increase as a function of 
velocity for velocities where equation 43 is applicable. 
It i8 at this point, however, that the problem becomes extremely 
difficult. As long as the velocity of the particle is such that the dura-
tion of the coUision between the two interacting atoms is long compared 
to the periods of the electrons within the stoppina atom or the moving 
atom. then the interaction potential between the particle and the elec-
trons changes so slowly that the collision is essentially adiabatic, and 
no energy i8 lost to the electrons (Bohm, 1951). When the velocity of 
the particle increasee to the point where the collision is no longer adia-
batic, then energy will be lost due to electron excitation and ionization 
of the atoma along the path. Unfortunately, however. there is no ade-
quate theory avaUable for electron excitation and ionization of the stop-
ping atom. by t}Je p~netrating atoms when the velocity of the penetrating 
atom 1a roughly the same order of magnitude as the velocity of the least 
tightly bound electrons within the ,topping atoms. Seitz and Koehler 
(Seitz, 1956) obtain an approximate expression, (RI AR)eoc v L l, by 
ap9wn~ that the conduction electrons of the stopping material, which 
is assumed to be an ideal metal. are scattered isotropically by the 
moving atom. Their expression gives, for SOO-kev argon atOms in 
beryllium, the same order of magnitude for (Arl AR)e as does expres-
sion 43 for the elastic collisions at the same velocity. Fermi and TeUer 
(Fermi. 1947) obtain an expression for the interaction between a nega-
tive m~son and the electrons ofa degenerate electron gas in the velocity 
region of interest to us. Presumably their e~{pression would not be 
applicable to the case with which we are concerned because the inter-
action cro.s section between a meson and an electron would be expected 
to differ from the interaction cross section between a neutral (or nearly 
neutral) atom and an electron. Another estimate is that of Lindhard 
and Scharff (Lindhard. 1961&) using the charge dependence of -z:;:F:/ AR 
based on a Thomas-Fermi treatment: 
(44) 
where t E i8 of the ol'der of I--Z. but may vary with Zl approximately 
as t, II:! z~/SI and vo = eZ/ii. Equation 44 is predicted to be a first. 
2/3 
appl'oximation valid for velocities v L small compared to Zl vo. Ex-
pres.ion 44 lives. fol' SOO-kev argon atoms in beryllium, == Z. 5 times 
the value of (AE/ AR) given by equation 43 for the ela8tic nuclear col-
Usions at the same velocity. 
As the velocity of the moving atom continues to increase still 
further, however, it is known that the electronic collisions completely 
dominate the stopping process which can be described, fol' very high 
velocity particle •• by the familiar Bethe-Bohr theory. 
For velocities amalle .. than tho •• velociUes fo .. which the theory 
of section II. D is expected to be valid. a dWerent consideration applies. 
Z From expression 20 it is seen that n/ AR is proportional to T trp • 
m c 
Z By considering.-pc to be roughly the total scattering cr08S section. 
it is seen with the aid of equation8 11 and 18 that the dependence upon 
energy of EE/ AR is lost in the theory of section n. D because of the 
2 presence of the factor EL in the denominator of 'l'pc . When, as is 
pointed out by Bohr (Boh .. , 1948, p. 49). the velocity is very low and 
the screening is great, the total c .. oas section is of the same order of 
magnitude a8 the gas kinetic cross section, which is energy independent, 
~d AE / AR is then proportional to the energy. Thu., a logarithmic 
range-energy curve would be expected at these velocities. 
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m. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Ul. A. Equipment and Va.euum Conditions. Ion Bombardment Pro--
cedure. 
The method used in the experiment is very simple. It amounts 
to bombarding a thick smooth target with heavy ions at a predeter-
, 
mined energy and then using a proton beam as a probe to determine 
how far the ions penetrate beneath the sur!a.ce of the target. The 
600-kev electrostatic generator, used to accelerate the heavy ions and 
the protons, has been described in detaU by Wenzel (Wenzel, 1952), so 
that only a brief description pertinent to the present experiment will be 
given. 
The generatol" was fitted with four metallic gas bottles and a 
four-way valve so that one could manually switch from heavy ions to 
protons while the generator was running. The heavy ions and protons 
were produced in a conventional radio-frequency ion source (Moak. 
1951) mounted at the upper end of the accelerating column •. A strong 
deflecting cross-field magnet, with field perpendicula.r to the direction 
of the ion or pro-ton beam and. capable of bending 500-kev xenon ions 
o through - 3 , was used to select the desired singly-charged mass 
component of the beam after acceleration. This particular compoo.ent 
of the beam was rendered monoenergetic by a 900 electrostatic analyzer 
of 30. 25 inch mean radius and 1/16 inch entrance and exit slits. The 
analyzer wa.s calibrated against the F19 (p,a ,,) 0 16 resonance at 
340. 5 .:!: o. 3 kev (Bondelid, 1959). 
After the target wa.s bombarded by the heavy ions, protons were 
then elastically scattered from the target-plus-embedded atom configu-
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ration. The scattered protons were analyzed in momentum by means 
of a double focusing magnetic spectrometer with the following specifi-
cations: 
Mean equilibrium particle orbit 
Collector slit width 
Momentum resolution pi AP 
Scattering geometry 
8" 
800 
Incident beam horizontal, 
scattered beam 14. 50 be-
low horizontal 
The spectrometer ·w·a.s calibrated against the previously calibrated 
electrostatic analyzer energy scale by observing the distribution of 
protons elastically sca.ttered at a given angle from targets of Imown 
composition. The number of protons scattered into the spectrometer 
for a. fixed incident charge upon the target was- determined with a Cal 
scintillation counter. 
The charge incident upon the target during the ion bomba.rdment 
or the proton scattering was ·fixed by allowing the target, current to 
charge a. condenser to a predetermined voltage. When this voltage wa.s 
reached. a trigger circuit operated relays which (1) energized a 
solenoid-operated beam shutter to cut o££ the ion or proton beam and 
(2) stopped the counters after each proton counting cycle. 
If the proton scattering cross section is essentially Rutherford. 
then it is to be expected that a much greater concentration of nitrogen 
atoms would be required in t~ target because of its low atomic number 
than, sa.y. xenon atoms in order to see either of these impurities in the 
proton scattering. It is desirable to keep the impurity concentration as 
small as possible, yet at the same time. have ita presence distinctly 
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manifested in the target. Different ion beam currents and different total 
concentrations of charge were tried untU the optimum concentrations of 
embedded impurity a.toms wel"e fotUld. The a.ctual beam currents and 
ion concentrations used throughout the experiment a.re summa.rized in 
Table 1. 
The time required for a. suitable ion bomba.rdment varied from 
one minute to two hour.. At 50 kev it was extremely diffi cult to obtain 
an ion beam, and although the total charge deposited was comparatively 
small in the case of xenon ions, for example, the time consumed in such 
a bombardment varied from thirty minutes to an hour. At higher ener-
gies where better ion beams could be obtained, the time consumed was, 
of course, much les8. The experimental procedure was to make the ion 
bea.m spot a.s di!fuse as possible over as wide an area as possible, and 
then to trim the proton beam down to 1/3Z"xl/3Z" to 3/64!1 x 3/64" 
and strike the surface previously bombarded by the ions. 
The target chamber was ~tted with two liquid nitrogen cold traps, 
one immediately surrotUldlng the target and the other at the target 
chamber-diffusion pump junction. for the purpose of keeping the diffu-
sion pump oU condensation upon the target at a minimum. ,Because of 
the large ion bombardments and also because of the occasionally large 
proton bombardments required to obtain sufficient data to calculate the 
range, the pump oU condensation on the target surface proved to be a 
serious factor. The condensation could have been minimized by heating 
the target electrically. but presumably this would have caused the em-
bedded atoms to diffuse throughout the target. and would therefore have 
introduced a. more serious problem than the surface contamination itself. 
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The electrical heating method. therefore, was not used and the data 
were corrected accordingly for the presence of the surface contamina-
tion. 
UI. B. Targets. 
The targets bombarded by the heavy ions in this experiment were 
beryllium. carbon. aluminum. boron 10. and natural boron. The beryl-
lium targets used throughout the experiment were made from strips of 
beryllium metal 1/16"xI/4t1x611 obtained from the Beryllium Corpora-
tion of Hazleton. Fa. The manufacturer's specifications on these beryl-
lium targets indicated a beryllium purity in excess of 98.6 per cent with 
the principal impurities being oxygen, aluminum. and iron. The alumi-
num targets used in the nitrogen ion bombardments were made from 
1/16I1 x3/8 11 strips of Ducommun aluminum alloy 6061 with aluminum 
purity greater than 96 per cent, and the principal impurities being iron, 
copper, manganese, sUicon. and magnesium. The aluminum targets 
used in the xenon and krypton ion bombardments were made from 1/16" 
x 3/8 \I strips of DucommWl aluminum alloy EC 11 00 with aluminum pu-
rity greater than 99 per cent. The carbon targets were made by ma-
chining 1/16 'i thick diaks from a 3/8 11 diameter graphite spectroscopic 
electrode obtained from the National Carbon Company. The boron tar-
gets were obtained from J. C. Overley of this laboratory, and were 
made by depositing boron layers on a. 25/32" diameter, O. 010 il thick 
polished tWlgsten disk by the thermal. decornposition of diborane (Over-
ley. 1961). 
Strips of beryllium and aluminum approximately 1 1/4" long were 
smoothed down with 600A sUtcon carbide grit pa.per. The strips were 
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then carefully wa.shed with distilled water to insure that none of the sili-
con carbide grit remained on the surface of the strip. and were llext 
polished with 2/0 grit emery polishing paper. Another washing and 
polishing cycle using 4/0 grit emery polishing paper followed. and the 
polishing process was completed by polishing the strips with a cloth sat-
urated in red rouge polishing compound and kerosene. The targets were 
then washed several times in alcohol and distilled water and were ex-
amined under a microscope to insure that no surface scratches were 
present. The carbon disks were pol~shed as smoothly as possible with 
2/0 and 4/0 grit emery polishing pa.per. but it was not possible to 
maintain a microscopically smooth surface because of the softness of 
the graphite. 
The target purities were checked by the elastic scattering of pro ... 
tons from the targets. The proton scatterillg was assumed to be Ruther-
ford, and the results of the scattering are w,Jicateci in Table II. 
The impurities listed in the table are in reasonable agreement 
with the manufacturer's specifications. The one exception was that of 
the aluminum alloy 6061 where the combined impurities of silicOll and 
magnesium WC1'e listed at -1. 5 pel" cent by the manufacturer. These 
impurities were not seen in the elastic sca.ttering momentum profiles, 
and if the impurities actually were present, it is felt that their effect on 
the range measurements would be negligible since the mass numbers of 
these impurities a.re very close to the mass number of aluminum itself. 
The impurities listed In Ta.ble II are small. and consequently the 
effect of the impurities upon the range measurements is also small; 
nevertheless, the small systematic deviation introduced by these impu-
:I"ities was considered in all the measurementS. 
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UI. C. Method of Analyzing Experitnent:u Data. 
The procedure for surface analysis by proton scattering has been 
described previously by Rubin (Rubin, 1959) and by Brown, at .ru. (Brown. 
1951). The measurement. of the present experiment are concerned with 
the location'in the target of a known impurity. and the analytical proce-
dure for determining this location must be carried out on a slightly dif-
{erent basis. 
The essential features of the proton scattering are Ulustrated in 
fig. Z. A monoenergetic proton beam of. initial energy El 0 ent~rs the 
target at angle 91 with re.pect to the surface normal and penetrates to a 
perpendicular distance S beneath the s\U'face. The protons are then 
elastically scattered from the target atoms and emerge from the target 
with energy E ZO and at an angle 82 with respect to the surface normal. 
dE Since the incident proton beam loses energy at the ra.te p(ClX)l' where 
dE p (-ax) 1 is a variable monotonic function of the energy along the path X. 
we can write the incident energy at a given distance S beneath the surface 
as: 
E10(x=O) 
E1S :: E10 • S pE~Fl dx. 
E1S(x=S/cose1) 
(45) 
The protons are scattered through an angle 8L in elastic collisions with 
the target nuclei. We denote by Ml and MO the proton mass and target 
atom mass, respectively. If E 1S and E ZS are the proton energies im-
mediately before and after the scattering. respectively. then E ZS = 
a (OLf MO' Ml )E IS ' where conservation of energy and momentum re-
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quires that 
ru liz =: r Ml cos 9L 
..... M~+M + 
L -"" 0 
(46) 
The energy E 2S of the scattered protons at the distance S beneath the 
surface is related to the energy E ZO with which the protons emerge from 
the target by: 
" (47) 
Combining equations 4S and 47 by means of. the relation Ez.S::a (9L,lviO,lvl1)E1S 
one obtains 
(48) 
which is a relation among the initial bombarding proton energy ElO t the 
emergent energy E ZO of the scattered protons from the target, and the 
depth 5 at which the scattering nuclei are located. The integrals can be 
evaluated numerically if the target composition is uniform. In practice, 
however. the integrands are evaluated at some intermediate energy Ep 
between the end point energies. The actual determination of the inter-
mediate energy will be discussed later. (See Section III. D), 
In the procedure followed in this experiment, E ZO is fixed by the 
magnetic spectrometer. All the angles are fixed, and E lO is varied in 
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order to discover those particular values. E tO', for which counts are 
observed in the scintUlation COW'lter at the detector end of the spectrom-
eter. Each such value E lO' determines by equations 46 and 48 a relation 
between the mass of the scattering nucleus MO and the depth 5 of the 
scattering nucleus beneath the surface of the target. Neither MO nol' 5 
is determined explicitly without further information, but in practice the 
target composition and expected contaminante are known, and further-
more, thin layers of contamination are almost always surface layers 
with S :: O. Atoms distributed in the target over a range of S lead to a 
continuum of EIO'. A typical experimental result is indicated in fig. 3 
. where the number of COW'lts observed in the scintUlation counter for a 
fixed incident proton charge upon the target is plotted as a function of 
ElO • Such CUl'ves in the following discussion wUl be referred to as mo-
mentum profUes for the target. Scattered protons which are detected 
at E10 :: 322, 354, and 377 kev can be identified with the aid of equations 
46 and 48 with S ;: 0 and with MO :: 28, t6. and t2. respectively. It is 
expected that there are surface layers of sUicon. oxygen. and carbon 
which come from the diffusion pump oU. The continuum beginning at 
ElO ;: 415 keY marks a diatribution of nuclei with mass nine beginning 
at 5 • 0 and extending into the target. 
Figure 4 gives the results of elastic scattering of protona from 
a clean beryllium target which had been previou.ly bombarded by 300 kev 
krypton ions. The three peaks at 320. 350, and 375 kev can again be 
identified with S • 0 and with MO = 28; 16, and tZt respectively. as be-
fore. The broad peak at E10 = 334 kev could be identified with S = 0 and 
mass MO :: 21. Z, however, this peak was not observed when protons 
were scattered from beryllium before the krypton bombardment. Hence 
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it is rea.sonable to identify this group with mass 83. 8, and equation 43 
then determineD the distance S at which these ions are embedded 1n the 
beryllium. The breadth of the distribution indica.tes that the krypton is 
distributed over a region of S values as a result of straggling. 
It 1s necessary to obtain two momentum profiles for each ion 
bomhardment: one from a clean target of the stopping material and an .. 
other after the target hu been bombarded with the ion at some predeter-
mined energy. By subtra.cting the two profUes from each other, one can 
obtain the distribution of the embedded atom inside the target as a func-
tion of the distance S by uee of equations 46 and 48. The .peak is taken 
to be the proba.ble range, and the energies cor,responding to the half .. 
maximum points on the embedded atom peak in the momentum spectra 
are used to calculate two other penetration depths, the difierence of 
which is considered to be the range straggling in the experiment. 
An example of· the distribution of the embedded atoms in the tar-
get as obtained by subtracting the clean target profile from the bom;.. 
barded target profUe is given in fig. 5. The indica.ted error ba.rs on the 
ordinates a.re probable errors in the counting statistics. A smooth 
curve was drawn by eye through the observed points. The uncertainty in 
the energies of th.e maximum and half-mrudmum points resulting from 
the uncertainty in the actual shape of the curve drawn through the ob-
served points is indicated.. These uncertainties ill the energies were 
assigned on the basis of several atter.:.""lpt6 to draw any reasonable curve. 
other than the one given, through the ooserved points. 
Figure 4: also indicates that there are instances when the maxi-
mum of the broad peak. may be coincident with one of the surface con-
taminant peaks, and consequently, a greater uncertainty in the dist&nce 
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S corresponding to the energy E 10 I at the pea...'l<: will result. This super-
posl~ion can be eliminated by simply changing the angles eL, 9 1, and i Z 
of fig. 2. For example. if one desires to shift the broad peak to the 
right (relative to the contaminant peake) in fi~K 4, he can readily do this 
by decreaKsb~g the lab angle 9 L and increasin3 the target orientation all-
gles 6 1 and 92 • On t."1e 9ther hand, since a ha.s the property of increas-
ing towards u..··l.itywith decreasing 9L , it is to be expected that the rela-
tive separa.tion between the surface contaminant peaks will decrease 
with decreasing 8L • One may therefore choose to compromise between 
the rela.tive sepa.ration of the contaminant peaks and the location of tl>..e 
broad pealt rela.tive to the eo~taKminant pea.ks. Because it was usually 
not obvious beforeha..Tld where the broad peak would be located, the labo-
ratory angle 9L wa.s always fixed a.t 129
0 
or 1300 throughout all the 
measurements. 
m. D. Calculation of Range for A, Kr, and Xc lone. 
We now evaluate the integrands of equation 43 at the intel"medi-
ate energies E (1) and E (2) for the first and second integral. p p 
ti vel y, and find that 
E ZO = (lE10 - ... c-os .... eX"l- [ a 
respec-
} (49) 
E(l) 
p 
If we define the proton stopping crose section p E (E)=p(dE/Ndx), 
3 
where N l~ the number of stopping atoms per em • we can solve equa.tion 
49 to obtain 
Z (aElO-EZO)MO cosel t(gm/cm ). POS = a 
() cos [a E (E 1 ) + 1 E (E(Z»] N 
p P cosaz P p 0 
(50) 
Po is the density in gm/cm3 of the stopping substance, No:ll 6.0Z5x 10Z3 
Is Avogadro's number, and MO is the gram atomic weight of the .topping 
atoms. If the concentration of the embedded impurity atoms is negli-
gible, then the density. stopping atom mass, and proton stopping cross 
sections are simply those of the target which was bombuded by the 
ions. Ii the embedded a.tom concentration is net negligible, then a dif-
ferent procedure than the one outlined in this section must be given (see 
Section W. G). We calcula.te the range by using E lO at the maximum of 
the peak in fie. 4 or fig. 5 and using a (eL, MfD~F == Ol I for the em-
bedded atom. The proton energies, E 10 and E ZO ' must be corrected 
for the energy lost in the surface contaminant layers, but we shall as-
sume for t..'lte present discussion that this has already been done, and 
tha.t E 10 and E ZO are the corrected proton energies. 
Chilton, Cooper, and Harris (Chilton, 1954) have worked out the 
intermediate energy Ep at which the stopping cross sections should be 
evaluated. By assuming that - (dE/dx):: kE-Y, where Y and k are con-
. p 
stants over the energy region of interest, they obtain the expression 
!fill L:l.E Z E = E {l + - (r) + •.••. } , P a a (51) 
where Ea.is the average (Et,+Et )/2. of the initial and final energies, and 
.6.E is the difierence E 1-E! of the initial and final energies. Although the 
y's are slightly different in the present experiment for the various tal'-
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gets bombarded by A. Kr, and Xe in the energy region of interest, the 
individual y's are very nearly constant over the small energy intervals 
used in the range calculations. The most extreme case, tha.t of SOO-kev 
a.rgon ions in berylUum. indicated a. difference of 1es8 than O. Z kev be-
tween Ea and Ep' Since the stopping cross seetion curves-(Whaling, 
1958) can be read in the vicinity of 300 kev only to within -.:t. Z key. the 
difference in E and E l8 negligible, and Ea wa.s used in all the compu-a p 
tations. 
To obtain E... we eliminate S from equations 45 and 47 and solve 
for E lS ' This gives 
cosel 
E (E(l)) 
p t. 
coslz 
E10 + E ZO ~ (E Z») 
E lS = R 2 (52) cosOl E (E») 
c08'2 +(1 P t. I E(EZ,) 
p p 
We evaluate pE Eb~lF at E 10 and pE Eb~O» at E ZO to find a zero order 
bl~FD Since E ZS := axElS' we can readily find first order average 
energies [Ebll+bl~»/Oz and[EbOM+bO~F )/2]. These average energies are 
then used in expression 52 to obta.in better values for E lS and E ZS' and 
the iterative procedure is continued until E lS and E2.S remain constant. 
Once the energies E (1) and E (2) are known. the range is given by aqua": p p 
tion SO. 
An alterna.te procedure for calculating the range which presum-
ably would eliminate all uncertainties in evaluating the integrals of. 
equation 48 may be described as follows. G'ne obtains a range-energy 
curve for protons in the target material. The graph should be sufficiently 
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Z 
accurate that range differences can be read to within O. 1 jJ. gm/cm and 
energies to within O. Z kev. One chooses arbitrarUy any energy b1~} such 
that E ZO < bl~F < E 10 • and then reads the range difference tEbflF-tEb~~» 
from the graph. The quantity [tEbflF-tEbl~»z cosS} represents our 
first estituate of the penetration depth. The range 
..... (0) cos 6 1 (0) _ (0 ) 
t(a I..t. 1S > - cosQZ 
[t(E10 ' - t(E 1S )] := t(E ZO ) 
is next obtained, and if the energy corresponding to t{EZ<g» is E ZO ' 
then the range diHerence [t(E10> - tEbf~F}z cosel is the desired pene-
tration depth. 1£ the energy corresponding to t(EZ<g» is not E ZO' one 
picks a better bl~> and repeats the process. The procedure is continued 
until an E l~F is found such that the energy corresponding to tEb~~» is 
precisely E ZO • This alternate procedure of calculating the range was 
used as a chec1~ on the argon and krypton in berylliu..'!'U measurements by 
the previous method. Uniortunately, the proton range-energy curve 
'z 
. which was used gave range differences only to within !:. O.2fJ-gmlcm. The 
penetret.tion dcpt:J.s calculated by the alternate procedure agreed with 
those calculated by the previous method within the same a.ccuracy, viz •• 
Z 
::!:. O.ZjJ.gm/cm • 
m. E. Range Straggling for A, Kr. and Xc Ions. 
In the present experiment we are arbitrarily defining t~ .. e range 
straggling as the full width at half ma..-umum of the distribution of im-
purity atoms as obtained from the momentum profiles. It is to be ex-
pected that the observed width is broader than the I'true" width as a re-
sult of the following sources which produce a lack of resolution in the 
results: varia.tion in proton beam voltage, finite proton bea.m spot size 
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upon the target, finite exit alit size, variation o£ scattered proton energy 
with angle over the spectrometer entrance a.perture, and proton energy 
stra::;gling in the target • 
. Let us assume that the above finite sources of resolution. except 
for the proton straggling. combine in such a way that the resultant in-
strumental spread in energy of the observed protons is gaussian in sha.pe 
(see Brown, 1951). Then the slope of the leading edge of tllC continuum 
distribution in the momentum profUe, evaluated at the midpoint of the 
rise of the step, is 11 ( "21T (T ), where (T is the standard deviation of t:Le 
distribution of energies. 
The variation of scattered proton energy with angle over the en-
trance aperture of the spectrometer is reflected as a va.riation in the in-
. 'r 1 eaT T 
cident proton energy by means of the relation bEIS ::: - :::---! -mr:-- Ez,
s
o6L 
aT L 
as is readily obtained by difierentiating E[S:: Eisla T(9L , M~I M I ). The 
spectrometer entrance aperture, oeL • is obtained from Overley's cali-
6 0 0 bration (Overley, 19 1). and is approximately 4.2 at eL = 130. 1£ we 
assume that the distribution of energies arising from aE'[S/aeJ.J is rec-
tangular. then the mean square deviation of these energies is 
El/lwIFEob~FOKK Since we are interested, however, in obtaining the effect 
of the instrumental width on the impurity atoz;:'l distribution. ..ve can sub-
tract out the variance of the 6Eis/69L distribution for the target atoms 
at the surface and add to the result the variance for the impurity atoms 
(1 J lwFERb~pFO inside the target. This gives, as our estimate of the in-
strumental spread of energies: 
(53) 
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As an estimate of the mean square energy deviation due to proton 
straggling in the target thickness NAR and atomic number ZO' we use 
(Bohr, 1948. p. 95), cr~ = 4 .... "NZOAR. The incident proton straggling 
over the path AR = 5/c0881 is reduced by a factor at = (dEZ/dEI ) in the 
scattering event and added to the straggllng over the emergent path 
s/coseZ to find the total deviation in E 20 given by 
cr~EbwlF = oZcr; (5/cos 81) + eri (5/C08 8 2) . 
Expressed in terms of E lO we lind 
z 
Z 4-_ [E(E10) E(EZS) 1 J r 2 1 ] 
er (EIO) = 4".·-NZOS PE (E ) Pe {E J - • a e + e . a lCOS 1 cos Z 
prot. stragg. p zo p 15 
(54) 
Z The Bohr value erB should represent a good approximation for substances 
of comparatively small atomic number in which case all the atomic elec-
trons should contribute to the proton stopping and straggling. This con-
clusion is borne out by the experimental results of Madsen and Venkates-
warlu (Madsen, 1948) for proton straggling in beryllium and mica foils. 
The results of Reynolds (Reynolds. 1953) indicate that the proton strag-
gling in xenon and krypton 18 of the same order of magnitude as the Bohr 
value. the results of Brown, et al. (Brown. 1951) indicate that the root 
mean square deviation of the proton straggling in beryllium is 30 per cent 
greater than the Bohr value. 
An attempt was made to fit one of the observed impurity atom 
distributions by folding a gaussian of variable width (to allow for the 
change in proton straggling as a function ~ depth beneath the surface) 
into a gaussian of fixed width. The results of the numerical calculation 
indicated that one could fit the aide of the distribution toward the surface 
with a gaussian of known width. or could approximately fit the side of 
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the distribution away from the surface with a gaus aian of different width. 
but could not simultaneously fit both sidea with a single gaussian of fixed 
width by the folding process. This is not surprising since it is difiicult 
to say definitely from the experimental results what the true shape of 
the impurity atom distributions inaid. the target should be. The xenon 
curves indicated an asymmetrical distribution with the side away from 
the surface beina broader than the side toward the surface. Several of 
the krypton curve s indicated the same type of asymmetry, but the re· 
mainder of the curves appeared. to be approximately symmetrical in 
shape. The majority of the argon curves appeared to be symmetrical. 
although aome were peaked slightly toward the surface. and even a few 
slightly peaked away from the surface, 
The procedure adopted for estimating tbe true width was to fit 
one aide of the observed -distribution of impurity atom s with a gaussian 
of one width and the other side of the distribution with a gaussian of dif-
ferent width. As an estimate of the "average" proton straggling on the 
side of the distribution toward the surface. the penetration depth corre-
sponding to the lower half maximum of the observed distribution was 
first calculated with equation 50. and the result used in equation S4 to 
calculate a O-!rot. strag,l. I lower half' Then the -true half width" of 
this part of the distribution i. given by: 
r-~----~~ __ ---------------------------------(W1ower half)2 ") 
Wlower half = /2 ln2 ob •• l'Ved .. 0"2 ~ 
corrected Z liiz inst ... "prot .• tragg. lower half 
(55) 
where wlobwer halfd is the difference ot energies corr •• ponding to the maxi-o serve 
mum and lower half maximum of the observed distribution. A .imllar 
procedure yields for the "true hall width" of the side away from the sur-
face 
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(wupper hal£)Z 
wupperhali= Jz In2 
corrected , 
observed _ IT 2 .. IT 2 
Z tnz !net prot stragg upper half . 
(56) 
One theu takes the energy corresponding to the maximum of the 
peak, subtracts wlower htalfd irom it. and calculates the corresponding correc e 
penetration depth, t(lower half max), by uee of equation SO. One alao 
calculates a t(upper half max) by adding w::;:!~~! to the energy cor-
responding to the maximum of the peak and using the re,u1tlng energy in 
equation 50. The differenee, t(upper half max) .. t(lower hal! max), then 
gives an approp:da.te measure of the ion range straggling in the ta.rget. 
The effeet of the instrumental and proton straggling correetions 
on the ion stra.ggling depend., of eourse, upon the relative magnitude of 
Wupperhal£ d Wlowerhalf i i t IT d IT 
observed an observed n compar son .0 lnflt an . prot stragg. 
It was iOWld tha.t the ion straggling correetion. (i. e., t t (uncorrected) 
-- iii ragg 
Z 0, 0, 
- tstragg(corrected» varied from 0.7 to Z.9 p.gm/em (or 7.8 loto40 ,0 
Z 
of tstragg(uneorrected» for the 50-kev ions, to 0.9 to 1.8 ';1gml cm (or 
3. 1% to 7. 4% of t t (uncorrected» for the 500 ... kev ions. s ragg 
III. F. Interference Between Protons Scattered from Embedded Atoms 
and Target Atoms. 
The magnetic spectrometer used in this experiment accepts scat-
tered ~rotons lying in the energy interval Ez,O·dEZO to E ZO• This energy 
interval. dE ZO' eorresponds to a target lamina. of thickness ('11. which 
presents a target of thickness dS/cos61 to the incident proton beam. The 
relation between dS/cose l and dEzo for a target of uniform composition 
is given by equation AIU4. and that for a target of continuously varying 
composition is given by equation AlUIO. It is readUy seen from this lat-
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ter equation that. for a fixed dE20 • dS/cos61 is reduced by the presence 
of the embedded ilnpurity atoms a.s a result of the increased proton stop-
ping cross section per target a.tom. Since the scattering yield is propor-
tional to dS/cos9 1 , one anticipates a dip in the momentum pro!i1e when 
th.u protons scatter from target atoms in the region where the en"lbedded 
atoms exist. The penetration depth of the ion in the target and the range 
stra.ggling can be obtained from this dip in precisely the same manner a.s 
from the peak. 
An example of a. proflle where both peak and dip are present is 
shown in fig. 6. The dashed proiUe is obtained by protons elastically 
sca.ttered from. a clean beryllium ta.rget; the solid line profile is obtained 
by scattering from a. beryllium-plus-nitrogen target. The qualitative 
features of analysis are simUar to those described previously. The dis-
placement of the beryllium step in the beryllium-plus -nitrogen profile is 
attributed to the increased proton energy required to penetrate the sur-
. . 
face layers oi carbon and sUicon built up during the long ionic bombard-
ment (see Ta.ble I). 
II a (eL , M~I M1) 1s approximately equal to Q! (9L• ~I M l ). or if 
t..lte embedded atoms a.re distributed over a broad region of. the target as 
a result of range straggling, then the peak and dip will overlap each oth-
ere The former condition applies to nitrogen in carbon and to neon in 
carbon where a (129°, C, p)/ a (1Z9°, N, p) ::: 0.962 and Q! (129°, C, p)/ 
o 
Q! (129 • Ne.p):: 0.900, respectively, and the latter condition applies to 
nitrogen in aluminum. For these three cases where the peaks and dips 
interfere, the true peaks and dips can be calculated from the observed 
peaks and dips with the aid of the thick target yield formulas given in 
Appendix m. 
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A r68,sonable check on the use of these formulas in such calcula-
tiona is to compare the shape of the distribution predicted by formula 
AIDS with that obtained experimentally from a target of known composi-
tion. Elastic scattering of protons from. copper is known to be Ruther-
ford (Bader, 1956) except for a. multil:>licative electron screening factor 
(Vlenzel, 1952) of magnitude (1 - 32. 6ZCu/E 1S(ev). A target of elec-
trolytic copper wa.s made by pollshinz successively with 1./0 emery pol-
ishing paper, 4/0 emery polishing paper, 1550AB polishing alumina no. 
It 1551AB alpha polishing alumina no. 2, a.nd 1552An gamma polishing 
alumina no. 3, with careful washing between each abrasive. The scat-
tering yield from this target ia illustrated in fie. 7 and is compared with 
the predicted yield of formula AllIS (solid curve). The results of this 
test seem to indicate that the experimental points fall about 3 per cent 
above the predicted curve at the high energy end of the curve. This 3 per 
cent discrepancy ma.y be due, at least par-a;i.a.lly. to the + 3 per cent un-
cel"tainty in the proton stopping cross sections of copper (Bader. 1956). 
Protons were also elastically sca.ttered from a. target made by evapora.· . 
ting copper on a clean microscope slide, and the scattering yield wa.s 
about 1.5 per cent higher than the yield of fig. 7 a.t E 10 = 310 key; tills 
indicated that the polished target surface was compara.ble in smoothness 
to that of the evaporated target surfa.ce. 
In order to use the formulas of Appendix m. it is necessary to 
Imow the proton scattering cross sections, d (T Id n • lor the embedded 
aton'lS and also for the target atoms. The scattering cross sections for 
the target a.toms, carban and aluminum, are readily obtained from the 
clean target profiles. The proton scattering cross section for N.l4 is 
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essentially Rutherford except at the 278 kev resonance (Pixley. 1957); 
the width of this resonance is only 1. 7 kev, and is therefore considerably 
1es8 than the broad width due to nitrogen ion straggling. The scattering 
cross section for Ne 20 at these energies is not mown, and we have as-
sumed it to be Rutherford. The quantity CYOL/zeRc was determined 
by elastic scattering of protons from copper with the assumed Ruther-
ford-plus-electron screening correction behavior mentioned previously. 
The "unscrambling" procedure will be described for nitrogen in 
aluminum, where the dip occurs to the left of the peak; however, the 
procedure is completely analogous for nitrogen and neon in carbon, 
where the dip occurs to the right of the peak. For nitrogen in aluminum. 
there exists a small energy region of non-interference due to the differ-
T 
cnce of a(9L ,N,p) and a(9L ,Al,p). One picks an energy ElO close to 
the left hand edge of the dip and calculates an b~ with equation 52. Us-
ing this E'fs and v = liT" in equation AIlIll, then. one calculates En;/n~F 
·with the aid of the observed clean target profile and equation AllIS. An 
E:O is then obtained from equati~n 50 by equating the penetration depth 
T T S as determined from the parameters Cl(6L ,Al,p). E lO ' and E1S associ-
ated with target atom scattering to the depth S as determined from the 
parameters a(9L, N, p). b~lD b~s associated with impurity atom scat~er­
ing. An E:S is then found from equation 52 and the result used along 
~ith b~p and En~/n~F in equation Alllll (now with v = "I" ) to determine 
the predicted yield from the embedded atoms. This procedure gives 
one point on the reconstructed dip. and the scattering yield so determined 
from the reconstructed dip is used to calculate additional points on the 
peak. This procedure is continued until the true dip and peak are ob-
tained. Figure 8 shows the peak-dip reconstruction for 296.2 key ni-
trogen in alumirium. The fact that the calculated peak. joins the observed 
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curve within the accuracy of the observed pointe lends support to the 
validity of the method. It is seen that the penetration depth and range 
straggling are greater using the reconstructed data than they would be 
if the uncorrected data were used. 
It is pointed out in Appendix III that the use of equation 
AIlIll applies only to those combinations of ion and target where 
(dE/dx)I/ (dE/dx)T is independent of energy. Let us assume that p p 
- (dE/dx) = k/E" throughout the region of proton energies used in the p 
target where the embedded atoms are present. Then 
" -y (dE/dx)l/ (dE/dx)T I: (k /k )E T 1 P pIT ' 
and the difference, "T-.... I' gives a measure of the dependence upon 
energy of (dE/dx)I/ (dE/dx)T. Table UI lists the proton energy p p 
r.egioll used in the neon and nitrogen range calculations and also gives 
the difference, .... T· .... l' for various ions and targets as obtained from 
Whaling's compilation (Whaling. 1958). Formula AUIll is applicable 
only to nitrogen in carbon, and should be least applicable for nitrogen 
. 
in aluminum. The target with the greatest concentration of impurity 
atoms (that of 296.2 key nitrogen in aluminum) was' selected and di-
vided into five regions, and a calculation similar to the above ones, 
but based upon equation AUl8 rather than AlII 11, was carried out. The 
result of the calculation indicated that the maximum of the reconstructed 
peak was about 15 counts less than that obtained by using formula 
Alllll. This discrepancy is 01 negligible Significance as far as the 
maximum and half-maximum pOints of the reconstructed dip are con-
cerned; therelore, formula Am 11 was used in all the peak-dip recon-' 
struction calculations. 
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UI. G. Effect of Embedded Atoms on the Range Measurements. The 
Range of N and Ne· Ions. 
After prolonged bombardment the concentration of foreign atoms 
embedded in the target may reach significant values, as shown in col-
u:mn four of Table 1. and it h necessary to consider what effect, if any, 
atoms deposited at the beginning of the ion bombardment have upon the 
ions which penetrate this region at the end of the bombardment. A pre-
liminary qualitative investigation of this question is shown in fig. 9 
which shows the proton scattering from a Be target which had been bom-
barded with various amounts of 300.7 kev Kr io-... 18. The maximum con-
centration of Kr ion reached in each bombardment is shown in the figure, 
expressed as an effective molecular composition. Protons scattered 
from the le8ser concentra.tions (those used to determine range values) 
indicate that the embedded ions have no effect greater than the experi-. 
mental uncertainty. Concentrations of more tlULn 1 Kr atom for"" 30 Be 
atoms do introduce a noticea.ble shift in the peak. Similar experiments 
with argon a.toms embedded in bet'yllium demonstrated that argon atom 
concentrations Of BeZ1A, two times as great as those used in measuring 
the argon range, produced no detectable shiit in the proton scattering 
peak. The high concentrations reached in the measurements of N and 
Ne ion ranges have led us to go through the following analysis which 
permits an estimate of the difference between the range in the pure tar ... 
get and the range in the mixture of target plus embedded atoms, 1£ 
dE/dx. for both ion and proton in the embedded a.tom material is known. 
Let us as.wne that the range-energy behavior of the ion in tar .. 
~et atoms, in embedded atoms, and in a mixture of target and embedded 
atoms can be described ·by the following: 
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I It I a PI IRI = i l (Zr MO ) . g(E) 
1 T ItT. PT . tRT II: f2(ZrMo;ZT,Mo)' g(E) (51) 
1 T 
ltmix a Pmix ' I Rmix = f 3(ZI' MOiZT' MO) . geE) 
where lty and IRy refer to the range in jlgm/ cm Z. and centimeters. 
respectively, of the ion in .ubstance Y. p is the density of substance y 
Yi g(E) is the energy dependence 01 the range-energy curves: and f l , 12! 
and f3 represent the charge and mass dependence for the three cases. 
Since the stopping of the ion in the mixture. l(dli::/dx) . , is related to 
miX 
the stopping of the ion in lb. target atoms and in the embedded atoms by 
the relation I(dE/dx)mlx II: I(dE/dx)T + l(dE/dx)X' we find by differenti-
ating equation. 51 that I(dE/dx)I II: PxI(f1g' (E». etc., and. as a result 
(58) 
where n T and n 1 are the number of target and impurity atoms, respec-
tively. per unit volume, No 18 Avogadro's number, and MO is the gram 
atomic weight. Equation 58 can, therefore, be written in the form: 
(59) 
which enables one to lind the desired range of the ion in the target ma-
terial if the ion range in the mixture is known and if the ratio ItT/Itl 
and impurity concentration DI are known. 
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Let us divide the target into two regions: (1) a region extending 
from the surface up to the left-hand edge of the peak (or dip), and (2) a 
region extending from the left-hand edge of the peak (or dip) up to the 
maximum 0{ the peak (or minimum of the dip). This division is illus-
trated in fig. 10. The first region contains only target atoms, and its 
thickness, Iti 1) , can readily be calculated by using the energy at the 
left-hand edge of the peak. bl~FD along with the target atom proton 
stopping cross sections in equation 50. 
Calculation of the thickness, xt42), of the second r~gion is some-
what more involved. The first ions which come to rest in this region see 
no impurity atoms, whereas those ions at the end of the bomba.rdment 
see the full concentration of embedded atoms. We have essentially 
found, therefore, at least u far as the second region la concerned, the 
range of the ions in a mlxture of target atoms and impurity atoms, where 
the impurity concentration ill one-half the concentration at the end of the' 
Ion bomba.rdment. Consequently, we use n:t :I i<nx)f1nal in expression 59. 
The incident protons of energy bi"~aKK"IK corresponding to the max-
imum of the peak, enter the target and are slowed down until they reach 
the beginning of region Z with an energy 
a J..1ax ( 1 ) ( 1 ) I T E} = E lO .. pE T(Ep )NoXtT (cos61Mo) 
where E(l) i8 given by equ&tion 51. The protons enter a region of mono-p 
tonically increasing impurity atom concentration and penetrate beneath 
the surface lmtU they scatter from impurity atoms on the layer of great-
est impurity concentration. The scattered protons encounter a mOllO-
tonically decreasing impurity atom concentration untU they arrive at the 
region 1 .. region 2 interface with an energy 
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, E = E + E (E(Z)}N t (1) (1/COS92,MOT) • 3 ZO P P oIT 
where b~wF is obtalned from equation 51. The ratio (r;JnT)max' at the 
maximum of the peak.. can readUy be calculated by the formulas of Ap-
pendix m by the method indicated in the previous section. Since the 
impurity atom concentration 18 a. monotonic flmction of the depth in re-
glon Z a8 a result of the way region Z was defined, it is reasonable to 
approximate the continuously changing impurity a.tom concentration by a. 
wUform concentration of amount !(nx/nT)max. The range in the mix-
ture (in region Z) is then found from equation 48: 
ft~lx· (PT+P1)·IRmix = EnqM~/koF· [1+1-(n1/nT )fina.l· EM:D;M~FF· IRmix 
, a - T [ I I liT] ("tEl .. E 3)cos81MO 1+ '! (nI nT)final • (MQI MO) 
= (60) 
l~pbqEb~» + t(n1/nT)max . pbfEb~Fz + ::::~ [p' T Eb~wlI t ~ (n in T 'max· p' fEb~wDll} No 
where the intermediate energie., E(I) and E(Z) • are close to the aver-p p 
age energies as Is shown in Appendix IV. The average energies .. E(l) 
a 
and b~wF • were therefore used in equation 60. Since we are using 
(r;/nT) * !(nx/nT)ltnal in equation 59 and are using E~/nqFfinal = 
iE~/nqFmaKxD we obtain. by pu~ equation 60 into 59. the range of the 
ion in target atoms for regi~ 2: lIT 
t(Z) = E¥~ - E 3)coa81MO • [1+ '4 (nr!nT)max· (MOIMo ). (itT/ItI)) 
I T { , (1) 1 (1) c;[ pE T(Ep ) + '% (n lin T)max· pE I(Ep )] }(61) 
cose 
... 1 [ E (E(Z» + ~ (n In) • E (E(Z»] N 
cose Z p T P ,;. I T max pIp 0 
If the range is found from the minimum of the dip rather than the maxi-
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mum of the peak. then a I is replaced by aT in equation 61, and the 
appropriate corresponding energies are used. The ratio ItT'Ii: of ion 
ranges in target and impurity material 1s not known. We estimated this 
ratio for N and Ne ions in various materlals using our uncorrected :"Dan~e 
measurements for these iona in C, Be, and Al and extrapola.ting to the 
other ion target material by means of the theoretical dependence of the 
range on Zo and MO (see equatioc 26). We must emphasize again that 
the theoretical expression describes the projected range only when 
Ml > > MO. Our experimental results for Nand Ne ions indicate that 
in the velocity region of th11 experiment, t..'1.e Zo and MO dependence of 
the range expression still fits fairly well and justifies the use of the the-
oretical expression in estimating NetBe'NetNe and NetC/NetNe • 
The final range, then. is the sum I,t41) + It42) of the penetra.tion 
depths for the two regions. By this detailed analysis, the neon ranges 
were decreased by a maximum of 1.8 per cent and the nitrogen ranges by 
a maximum of? ? per cent. with the largest numerical change being 8. 6 
~ gmJcm2. for Z96.lltev N ions in Al. All other measurements were 
unaffected, in accord with the beha.vior as anticipa'ted from Table I and 
the prefatory remarks of this section. 
ttL H. Range Straggling for N and Ne Ions. 
'fo determine the range straggling for Nand Ne ions, the target 
is divided into :3 regions: (1) a region extending from the surface up to 
the left-hand e~ge of the peak, (2) a region extending from the left-hand 
edge of the peak to the lower half maximu..?ll of the peak, and (3) a re-
gion extending from the lower half maximum of the peak to the upper 
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half maximum of the peak. The thickness of the first layer, It':'l) • is 
the same as tKK~t obtained in the previous section. The energy E3 is also 
'Ci4e same as that of the previous section since the spectrometer is fixed, 
and the energy 
Eb~D·Fie}KKI1=bieM_ E (E(l»N t (1)/(COS81M
O
T ) 
1 10 p T P 01 T 
-LHlv1 is readily obtained from the lower half maximum energy, E} \) ,of the 
momentum profile. As far as the second region is concerned, we are 
interested only in the energy lost by tIle protons moving through the re-
(2)1 LHM gion; therefore, rather than calculating a ItT • we infEad calcu-
late aIR (2) I LHM from equation 60 by using (Ea1)LHM , E .. , the appro-
mlX i ;J 
priate proton stopping cross sections, and by replacing (n./nT ) by 1 n1.ru:: 
!'(ny/nT)max t,."'roughout the equation.. The replacement of Ellz/nDrFmaK~ by 
-l(nx/nT)max is made to account for the decreased impurity concentration 
in region 2. If the energy at the upper half :ma.:dmu."n of the peak as ob-
tained from the profile is E yJ"IM: J then the incident proton energy at the 
region 2 - region 3 interface is 
'I;'b E UHM E (E ,(l»N t (1) I( oaa ~;1 T) [E (EI!( I)} + 
...... 1:.: 10 .p rr p 01 Tel 0 - p T p 
1 I ) 11(1)][ (Z) ILHM J iI(nx n T max pE I(Ep ) nnRmix IcosS l , 
where E,(l) and E..t 1) are the appropriate intermediate energies in re-p p 
gian 1 and region Z, respectivciy. In a similar manner, the proton en-
ergy with which the scattered protons leave the region Z .. region 3 inter-, 
face is 
Eb:.: E + [ E (EI!(Z»+.!.tn./n ) E (E!I(2»] n_R(Z) /LHM/cosO • 3 3 P T p 4' 1 T max pIp Y--mix ·2 
-5,· 
The range straggling, t t • for the ion is then determined by re-
o ragg 
a b b / pla.cing El by El • replacing E3 by E3 • and replacing E~ nT)rna:: by 
~O n./nT ) along with the appropriate stopping cross sections in equa-l ma.."'t 
3 
tion 61. The replacement of Enx/nqFtncK"yKKK~ by i<~/nqFma .. "" is made to ac-
count for the increased impurity atom concentration in region 3. 
Before the range straggling call be calculated, however, it is 
necessary to calcula.te the instrumental and proton straggling c£.fects 
upon the width of the observed distribution of impurity atoms. This is 
,done in the same manner as was done for the At Kr, and Xc measure-
menta. 
By dividing the target into three regions, the neon range strag ... 
Glin.3 was decreased by a maximum of 8. 2 per cent from a :Ione region" 
ranze straKgglin~ calculation neglecting the presence of the impurity 
a.toms. The nitrogen range straggling was decreased by a maximum of 
19.3 per cent, with the largest numerical change for either ion being 
14.7 j.L gm/cm2 for 296. Z kev N ions in AI. By including the instru-
mental and proton straggline widths, the region 1-2-3 method range 
straggling values were further decreased by a ma.:dmum of 4.7 per cent 
for neon ions and 11.0 per cent for nitrogen ions, with the largest nu .. 
merical change bein6 5. Z j.L gm/cm2 for 400 kev N ions in Al. 
m. I. Surface Layer Corrections for Proton and Ion Energies. 
The unavoidable deposition of contamination on the surface of 
the target during the ion and proton bombardment can influence our 
measurements in two ways. First, the incident ions lose energy in the 
contamination layer and strike the target vdth energy less than the hom-
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barding energy. Second, the protons lose energy in going through this 
layer twice, and the observations must be corrected to take tl".Js into ac-
count. The fact that the layer thickness increases during the course of 
the measurement further complicates the a.na1ysis. Both the thickness 
and composition of the layer at any time, as well as the stopping cross 
sections for protons and heavy ions in the contamination material, must 
be known in Qrder to correct our results for the effect of this surface 
layer. Not all of this infonnation is known. and it is necessary to make 
the following a.ssumptions in order to est,imate the effect of the surface 
layer on our measurements. 
(1) The composition of. the la.yer is determined from the relative 
yields of protons elastically sca.ttered from the C, 0, and 51 components 
on the assumption that the scattering followB the Rutherford formula. 
The relative yields are given by the areas under the component peak,s in 
the profile such as the one shown in fig. 4. It is assumed that the yield 
from component x of atomic number Z is proportional to n Z Z IE'ZlO(x), 
x x x 
where nx is the number/em3 of x atoms, and E10(x) is the bombarding 
energy at which scattering from the :x. component is detected. The ratios 
»-cIne and nS/nC are determined in this way. 
(2) The energy 108S AE of protons passing through the layer p , 
causes the midpoint E10(T) of the target step in fig. 4 to be displaced 
from the position E10(T) which wOuld he observed in the absence of any 
contamination layer. The energy Eio(T) can l:>e computed il'om the ener .. 
gy of the protons scattered bye, 0, and 51, which are not displaced, 
and the dynamics of the scattering event. The energy at whic h scattering 
from C, 0, and 51 occurs 1s not necessarily the mrodmum of the re .. 
spective peal~s in the profUe.. and the proper energy position on the peak 
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is determined by trying various points (1/ Z maximum. 3/4 m.a.x1mum, 
etc. ) OIl each peak until a va1\1e is found which leads to the same .cat-
tend energy for each peak. Once E 10(T) ... Eio(T) i. known. the calcu-
lation of pAE is straight£orwud. The largest individual numerical cor-
rectiona ol this type occurred in the 400 key N in Be measurement. and 
were pAEIO :: 1. 6 key tor the incident protons and pAEZO :c 3.8 key £01" 
the scattered protona; the correlponding 8urface layer thickness was 
5. 8 per cent of the ion penetration depth beneath the surface. In the 
lowest energy xenon in berylUum measurement. however, where 
pAEIO :I 1.5 key aad ~bwl • 1.8 keY, the thickneu of the layer for 
protons was almost 80 per cent ol the ion penetration depth beneath the 
beryllium surface. 
(3) The enex:sy 108s f:'E of heavy ions passing thl'Ough a layer 
in which protons lose energy ~b is given by the following relation 
which follows directly from the dellrdtion 01 the stopping cross section: 
(62) 
where E x is the stopping eros. section in material x and the left sub-
script refers to a moving proton or heavy ion. The number ratios a.re 
obtained in (1) above. The proton stopping cross sections are known. or 
can be estimated within a lew per cent. In order to determine the stop-
ping cr?sl sections IE for the heavy ions, it is important to remember 
that we are concerned with the energy lost in the surface layer of thick-
ness AR. I. e., we wish to know the stopping cross sections as deter-
mined from the projected 1'..,.1. The stopping ero •• sections for the 
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heavy ions in ca.rbon. 1£ C. are obtained directly by dUferentiating the 
experimental projected range-energy curves. The values of lEO and 
1 E S1 lor A, Kr, and Xe ions are obtained as fol.lows: (a) obtain 
experimental theory I E Be from the experimental data; (b) estimate IE Be and 
theory . 1 e \) with t..'I-).e theory of Section D. D; (c) estimate the projection cor-
. . nroj I theory . proj / theory 
rections P"!::, = It'"T)o ItB and Po = It""C- It ...... ' uslngequation 
.we .I...e e ~F ' .... 
36; and (d) combine to obtain 
theory 
E predicted IE 0 
1 0 = -e--:'t'-h-e-o-r-y 
I Be 
p 
Be E expe rimental ¥Q 1 De • 
A similar expression is obtained for IE ~:edicted • 
For N and Ne ions, it 1s anticipated from Section n. D tKK~at 
neither the theory of Section n nor the projection corrections based upon 
this theory is applicable. No projection corrections were made for 
these ions because it is not known how much of the stopping is due to 
elastic scattering from the surface layer atoms and how much is due to 
ionization and e:r..citation of the sur!ace layer atoms. A fair estimate of 
Ie 81 and lEO should be obtained. however, by extrapolating the meas-
ured values using the theoretical charge and mass dependence of Section 
u.n. 
(4) The proton energy loss AE was mea.sured after a known p 
charge density Q of ions and protons had been deposited on the target. 
It is assumed that .6E is proportional to Q to compute the th.ickness of p . 
the layer for other amounts of bombal·dment. Our observations of the 
variation of pAE .. rlth Q are consistent with this assumption. 
(5) For the energy lost by the ions in the surface layer. it is 
rea.sonable to use one-half the final thickness of the layer since when 
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the ion. bombardment begins there is no surfa.ce layer. The appropriate 
pAE to use in equation 62 to calculate ~b is obtained from (4) above 
using the ion cha.rge den.sity Q' at the end of' the ion bomba.rdment. The 
most noticeable ion beam energy correction$ of this type were for the 
low energy ( :::: 50 key) ions. being l7 key for Xe in Be. 5. Z key for A in 
B 10. 4. 8 key for Ne in Be, 4. 1 key for Kr in Be, and 3.2 for N in Al. 
The corrections on all other combinations of' ions, energies a.nd targets 
were < 4 per cent, and were generally less than Z per cent. 
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IV. ERRORS 
Errors in the range and range stra.ggling measurements arlse 
from a number of sources and are best illustrated by referring .to 
Ta.bles IV - VD where the individual errors are listed along with t.'le 
contribution of each e.rror to the total probable error. The case given 
in Table IV is that of krypton in berylUum, but these results are typical 
,» all the Kr, A. and Xe measurements. The values listed are £01" the 
50- and SOO-kev measlU'emems, and, althOugh the values at the inter-
mediate energies may fluctuate somewhat about these values, there is 
generally a decreasing per eent of error with increasing ion energy. 
The effect of each error is obtainec;l by independently varying the a.ppro-
priate parameter in expression 50. By far the largest source of error 
is the location of the energy E 1 0 at the maximum of the peak due to (1) 
statistieal fluctuations in counting the scattered protons, (2) the intrin-
sic breadth of the peaks themselves, and (3) the finite resolution of the 
incident proton beam energy. The error deSignated spectrometer drift 
is assigned on the following basia: during many of the measurements 
protons were scattered from a clean copper target and also from a 
fresh spot on tbe beryllium target (or appropria.te target) and com.parison 
then made between the spectrometer energies so obtained from the mid-
points of the two steps. The two proton scatterings were n<ade at dif-
ferent times during the course of the expet:iment, and should therefore 
give an indication as to how much the spectrometer drifted during the 
elapsed time interval. The results of the scatterings also give an upper 
limit on the drifting of the electrostatic analyzer due to temperature or 
other effects, since, if the ana.lyzer scale was displaced (and the spec-
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trometor did not drift), the copper step would likewise be displaced 
from the beryllium step. (We are a.suming, of course. that both 
analyzer and spectrometer did not simultaneously drift in such a manner 
that one effect would cancel the other.) The uncertainty of the electro-
static analyzer calibration itself haa little effect on the range measure-
ment sinc e E 20 is calibrated againat the E lO scale. so that. according 
. to equation 50, the range is roughly proportional to the electrostatic 
analyzer constant. The remaining error8 are listed in Table IV. 
The largest of these errors ia in the proton stoppiug cross sections 
a.nd is ;::.3 per cent. Although the presence of the impurity atoms in 
the target presumably would alter the range measurements, we have 
shown in fig. 9 and in the discussion of Section Ill. G that the presence 
01 the impurity atoms is negligible insofar as the Kr. X(;, and A mea-
surem-ents are concerned. 
Table V lists the errors in the 50- and SOO-kev Kr tn Be 
range straggling measurements. The location of the energies at the 
lower and upper half maximum points on the peak generally consti-
tutes the largest source of error. The uncertainty in CTinat arises 
from the uncertainty in determining the slope of the target atom step 
in the profil~K An uncertainty in cr prot stragg of, perhaps, at least 
30 per cent 18 expected on the basis of the measurements of Brown, 
M Ai., (Brown, 1951). For thoae measurements where the total 
energy lost by the protons in the target is < - 20 key, a larger uncer-
tainty in CTprot atragg is aa.igned because the proton straggling i. 
then not expected to be gaUSSian. The results of fig. 9 seem to indi-
cate that the ion straggling increases with increasing ion bombardment 
time. The width at half maximum of the peaks is the same within 
about 5 per cent for the 30 ..,.coul and 70 ~coul ion bombardments, 
but appears to be about 15 per cent higher for the 450 and 150 ~coul 
bombardments. The widths at half maximum of the peaks in the A 
in Be tests were the same within about 5 per cent. An uncertainty 
of -5 per cent was therefore assigned to the straggling on the basie 
of these tests. The proton .topping crose sections in Table V are 
uncertain to within 3 per cent. and the remaining sources aa listed 
in Table IV contribute less than 1.5 per cent to the final straggling 
error. 
Table VI gives a list of the errors in the 50- and 500-kev 
N in Be measurements. qh~se errors are typical of all Nand Ne 
range measurements. The errors in the Table. except for the last 
four, arise from the same sources as previously mentioned in the 
Kr in Be measuremente. It is seen from the Table that although a ' 
liberal uncertainty has been assigned to each of the additional four 
sources, the net etfect on the overall error is quite small. 
Table VII gives the errors in the 50- and SOO-kev N in Be 
range straggling meaaurement8. The, assigned errors are similar 
to those in Table V for Kr in Be except for (nI/nT)max' ItT/Itl' 
t ' 
and the factor "z" used in estimating the impurity concentration the 
incoming atoms see. It is aeen that the uncertainties in these three 
parameters give a considerably larger uncertainty in the range 
straggling than in the actual range itself (Table VI). Once again 
it may be mentioned that the.e error assignments are typical of the 
assignments given to the other Nand Ne straggling measurements. 
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The ion energies before correction for the surface layer were 
nominally assigned an uncertainty of less than one per cent. The un-
certainty is quite likely much les8 than this. but occasionally the en-
trance slit to the analyzer was opened to .... 3/16" in an attempt to get 
a better ion beam spot on the target blank. The surface correction 
itself is usually uncertain to about 60 pel' cent. The largest contribu-
tion to this uncertainty is ~e factor "i" used in estimating the surface 
layer thickness: an uncertainty of 1:. 50 per cent has been assigned to 
this factor on the basis that the surface layer thickness may not have 
increased uniformly as a function of time of ion bombardment. other 
sources of error in the 8urface correction are: (1) uncertainty in 
l (dE/dx) f l' (+ 15--20 pel" cent for N in Beh and (2) uncer-sur ace ayer -
tainty in the thickness of the layer resulting from the uncertainty in 
locating the midpoint of the target step in the profile immediately 
follOWing the ion bombardment (7--16 per cent for N in Be). The un-
certainties in the ion energies even after correction for the surface 
layer are still considerably less than the relative uncertainties in the 
range and range straggling measurements at these energies. 
In Section III one must estimate dE /dR for the bombarding 
ion in the surface impurity layer and also estimate the range It I in 
the embedded ion a • We have conSistently used a measured value of 
dE/dR in a target material multiplied by the ratio 
(dE/dR)unkn / (dE/dR)t t own arga 
obtained from Nielsen' 8 theory. In view of our conclusion that the 
recent theory of Lindhard-Scharff more accurately describes the 
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stopping process than the Nieleen theory. one may ask whether errors 
have been introduced which might be removed by evaluating the ratio 
above from the Lindhard-Scharff theory. The two theories yield 
value~ of the ratio that differ by .8 much as 25 per cent'. However. 
it can be seen from the previous paragraph that uncertainties in these 
corrections are alway. larael" than SO per cent. Even had the Lindhard-
ScharU expression been available to U8 when these calculations were 
carried out. the difficulty of using numerical results instead of the 
analytical expression would sl1isest the use of Nielsen' a theory as a 
good approximation for estimatina theae small corrections. It should 
be noted that electronic stopping, which is neglected in Nielsen
' 
s 
theory. is included in our value of dE/dR computed from the experi-
ment. 
Remarks similar to thoae of the preceding paragraph apply 
to the estimate ,It I used in the N and Ne measurements. The two 
theories yield values of NtN/NtC and NetNe/NetC that differ byas 
much .s 9 per cent. which is well within the assigned uncertainties 
in the ratios of:!:. 20 per cent. 
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V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
V. A. Comparison of Experimental Results with Theory. 
The ranges and range straggling measured in this experiment 
are presented in Table vm and in figs. U-31.QuILlitatively. the re-
sults indicate a linear range-energy dependence for Xe, Kr. and A 
ions in the target materials used in the experiment. The Ne and N 
range measurements indicate that (dE/pdR) increasea as a function 
of energy. 
Comparison is made between the experimental ranges and the 
Bohr-Nielsen expression for the range (equation 26) over the energy 
-2 region indicated in Section n. D for which a r interaction potential 
would be expected to apply. In order to make a legitimate compari-
son between theory and experiment. however, it is necessary to 
consider the difference between the true path length and proj ected 
path length. Equation 36 relating R to R is used to modify equation 
p M 
26 for the range, so that tp == t/(1 + 20. 464 ~F is the value that is plotted 
as the heavy solid line for the "theoretical range" in figs. U-l8 for the 
Xe,Kr, and A ions. It is noticed that although a constant (dE/pdR) 
is obtained experimentally and predicted theoretically. aU the expel'-
imental ranges fall about 20 per .cent below the theoretical predictions. 
There were. two major approximations used in Section 11 to 
obtain equation 26. and one would hope that by eliminating the se ap-
proximations, better agreement with the experiment might be obtained. 
The first of these approximations is the use of a = a B/z
l / 3 in the poten-
tial V(r)/e :: ZE e -R/a R -1 for an atom of atomic number Z. a better 
approximation (Schiff. 1955) ie a = O. 88SaB/zl / 3• If as Is replaced 
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by 0.885 a B throughout, it is aeen from equation 25 that the range is 
now increased by 11.5 per cent. 
If one uses the potential energy given by equation 2 rather than 
the one given by equation 3 and approximates equation 2 by V z{r)=k
z
/r2 
as in Section II. D. one would again hope to obtain better llgreement 
with experiment. The numerical calculation based upon this procedure 
for the case of Kr in Be, however. yields a range 10 per cent higher 
than that of equation 25 or 26. Thu8. neither of these attempts to re-
fine the theoretical expression brings about better agreement with the 
experiment. 
Although it would also be desirable to make a comparison be-
tween the experimental range 8traggling results and the theoretical 
- -2 
range straggling predicted by equation 29 for the r potential. no 
rigorou8 comparison can, of course. be made since no treatment has 
been given for the projected range straggling 02(R ) in terms of 02(R) p 
along the path. It is pointed out at the end of Section II. G that Lindhard 
and Scharff (Lindhard. 1961a) state that 0 2(& ) ~ si(R). The full width 
~I-----
at half maximum predicted by the theory, 2Y2.1nzn2(R). is plotted as 
the heavy solid line in figs. 24-31 over the region of applicability,of 
a r -2 potential. Fair agreement is obtained between theory and exper-
iment. Any cllscrepancy may be due to: (1) the difference between 
0 2(& ) and 02(R), and/or (2) any contribution to d.E1rfdx from electronic p -
.topping, since range stragSlins from electron collisions would be 
negligible compared to that from nuclear collisions. 
The range-energy relation of Lindhard and Scharff (Lindhard, 
1961a) has been multiplied by the projection correction of equation- 39 
and plotted as dotted curve. in fig •• U-lS for Xe. Kr, and A ions. 
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Although their projection correction (equation 39) applies only to a r- 2 
interaction potential. we have included it in the range-energy curve 
since the experimental measurements are projected range measure-
mente. It is seen from figs. 11-18 that better agreement with the ex-
periment is obtained by the Lindhard-Scharff expression than from 
expression 26; however. the theoretical ranges still appear to be aya-
tematically higher than the experimental ranges. The discrepancy 
may be due to energy 108s of the ions to electrons in the stopping me-
dium, since Lindhard and Scharff specifically state that the inc rea sed 
reduction in range due to energy loss to electrons may be of the order 
of 20 per cent. 
An estimate of the electronic contribution to the stopping 
(dE/dR)electronic at low velocities can be made with the aid of equa-
1/6 tion 44 by setting te = Zl as suggested by Lindhard and Scharff 
(Lindhard. 1961a). The total energy loss is then 
(dE/dR)total = (dE/dR)electron + (dE/dR)nuclear ' 
and the range is obtained by numerical integration of the reSUlting 
expression. For (dE/dR) 1 we have used the values ob tained 
nuc ear 
by differentiating the range -energy curve of Lindhard and Scharff· 
(Lindhard. 1961a). 
Lindhard and Scharff' 8 published curve. however, appUe s to 
only a small portion of the velocity region of this eJIP eriment, but 
Professor Lindhard has kindly furnished us with unpublished results 
(Lindhard, 1961b) which cover a considerably greater velocity region. 
The unpublished results inclu.de the electron stopping from equation 44. 
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The ranges obtained from the unpublished data are plotted as 
the dashed curves in figs. 11-22. The projection correction of equation 
39 is once again included for Xe. Kr. and A ions. but' is ~ included 
for Ne and N ions. It ill seen that the agreement between experiment 
and Lindhard and Scharfi's theory including electron excitation i. 
generally quite good. Their latest estimate for the range ap~ars to 
be better than equation 26, which neglects electron excitation. 
It is al80 of interest to make a plot of dE/NdR vs. energy for 
neon and nitrogen ions for energies higher than those given by Lind-
hard and Scharff1s unpublished data. These plots are indicated in 
fig. 32 and fig. 33. The solid curve. which represents the linear sum 
of the electronic and nuclear effects based on equations 44 and 43. 
respectively. is compared to the experimental stopping cross sec-
tions. The agreement between the theory and experiment appears 
to be fairly good. 
V. B. Comparison with Other Experimental Results. 
There are very few measurements of the range of heavy ions 
in solids in the kev energy region. Harvey's recent summary (Harvey, 
1960) of low velocity ion ranges include. only one measurement in 
solids and two in gases with which we can make comparison. 
Davies, ti al., (Davies, 1960a, b. 1961a. b) have measured the 
range of 2- 50 kev Cs137 • Rb86 , and Na24 singly Charged ions in AI. 
Their method is to bombard an A1 target with radioactive alkali metal 
ions. and then determine the penetration depth by removing by elec-
trolytic methods 8uccessive uniform layers of metal from the target 
and measuring the amount of radioactivity in each layer. Their 
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anodizing technique enables them to remove layers as thin as 1 .... gm/cm2. 
131 24 Their results give a linear range-energy curve for Cs and Na ionsi 
86. 86 for Rb ions they glve only one range value--30 key Rb in Al. 
For SO key Call7 in AI. they obtain a. projected range of 9.5 
.... gm/cm2. Our range for Xel31 in Al at SO key is 4.3 tJogm/cm2. Their 
value is as far above, as ours is below, the Lindhard-Scharff prediction 
including electron excitation and projection correction. For 30 key Rba6 
in Al, they obtain a projected range of 6.6 IJ.gm/cm Z• which is 30 per 
cent larger than the Lindhard-Scharff prediction including projection cor-
rection and electron excitation. 
A comparison of the ranges in soUds and gases is of interest 
because of LaBsen' a observation (Lassen, 1951) that the range of fission 
fragments is ahorter in solid. than in gases. The results of Baulch 
and Duncan (Baulch, 1957) and of Valyocsik (Valyocsik, 1959) are given 
in Table IX. The measurements of Baulch appear to be in reasonable 
accord with the Lindhard-Scharff prediction, although at these low ve-
locities, there is not too much difference between experiment and the 
• prediction of equation 26. The Lindhard-Scharff prediction appears to 
be better than equation 26 for the Ra224 recoil measurements of Valyocsik, 
and is definitely better than equation 26 for the Th226 recoil measurements. 
The Th 22.6 recoils are at a velocity comparable to the velocity of many 
of the ions of our experiment (420 kev Xe, 270 Kev Kr. and 130 kev A 
ions). and it is interesting that Valyocsik observes the same discrep-
ancy between experiment and equation 26 that we do. and that good agree-
ment between experiment and. the Lindhard-Scharff theory is obtained. 
On the basis of this compariSon we do not find evidence for significant 
difference between the stopping process in gases and solids. 
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APPENDIX I 
INTERACTION ENERGY BETWEEN TWO ATOMS 
EACH DESCRIBED BY BOHR.TYPE POTENTIALS 
Let us take the potential 01 one char~e distribution to be 
4>1(R1) = ZlE R;1 expEKofz~/P la,8) and that of the second charge distribu· 
-1 1/3/ tion to be cpO(R O' :I ZOE RO exp(-ROZO laB)' By Gauss' flux theorem 
we find the charge enclosed within a sphere of radius RO about the second 
charge distribution to be qO:l ZOE (1+ ooz~/P faa)' eXP(-RozV3/aB)' The 
charge between a shen of radius RO and RO + dRO is then. 
so that the charge density Po in a eben of radius RO and thickness dR O is 
The charge density Po is negative and is due to the electronic cloud sur-
rounding the nucleU8 of the second atom. The total energy of interaction 
between the two atom 8 is then 
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x 
(An) 
where the second term gives the interaction energy between <Pl (Rl ) and 
the positive nuclear charge ZOE at Rl = r. 
The integral in equation An can be simplUied by using 
o~ I: o~ + r2 - ZROrcose and replacing the e variable by Rl to obtain 
The integration is straighUorward and yields 
(AI3) 
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Z 1 _rz~/P laB 
Upon adding V + (r) :: ZOZlE r - e to equation AI3 we obtain the 
final result 
(AI4) 
which 18 the s&me as equation 2 in the text. 
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APPENDIX U 
EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS INVOLVED 
IN DETERMINING ~/~o AND nOE~bF 
In order to evaluate the integrallri equation 19, (see text) we 
make the substitution 
and obtain 
(AlII) 
(All Z) 
x x By decomposing 2 2. 2 = 20 2. into partial fractions. we 
hr - 4x) hr-2x) (n+2x) 
obtain 
. ~ 
4 2 2 S2 x cos2xdx 4 2 2 p~ r cos2xdx cos2xdx ] I' Pc 2 Z 2 = I' Pc 2 - z· 
o (11' - 4x ) 0 L 8.( r-Zx) 811'hr+ 2x) 
(AU3) 
Substitlrting 2y = 11' - 2x in the first term and 2y :a 11+ 2x in the second term 
of equation A113. we obtain: 
11' ". 
J"l'r 2 2 ] 2 2 4 2 2 cos xdx coa xcix 4", Pc 11' Pc 0 laW'( 1I'_2x)Z - 8ih.t 2x)2 = 32", 
b 2 
The integral S ain z.YdY can be readily integrated by parts by the sub-
a y 2 
stitutions u = sin 2y and dv = dy /y to obtain 
r '-'1' 2 IlI' 2 ] 
• \ sin ldy _ !!n ~dv • (AIl4) 
I,.J Y y 
o '2" 
~ .. b 2 2 b sin ydy= ein y + Si(Zb) _ Si(2a), a y2 - Y a (AUS) 
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x 
S sin x where 51(x):: 0 X dx. Using equation AilS in A114 we find. there-
fore. for the integral of equation AIlZ: 
Q) Z 4 Z 2 
S d cos 'If :: 'If Pc [ P P ~OD1f-
o zf 1 + 2/ 2 
2 
sin y 
y 
Pc P 
z 
+ sin y 
y 
tr 
'! 
+ 5i( tr) .. Si(O) 
o 
11 
- Si(2 .. ) + 5ihr) ] 
.. 
Z 
2 
= ~ [ =:t +2 5i(tr) - 5i (21') ] • 
which. when substituted in equation 19 yields 
Ar 
-= 
(All 6) 
which is identical with equation 20 and is the desired result for ~/iloK 
To evaluate the integral in equation 23 for the energy straggling 
MOE~FK we make the .ub.Utution AW along with the same decomposi-
tion into partial fractions as- above to obtain: 
I' 
p~[ 4 4 ] 4 2 2 cos x dx cos x dx = "Pc Z - 2 o 8,..(11'-2x) 81/'h+ Zx) 
'R' 
2 2 rSZ . 4 r'R' 4 
= ~: sm {dY _ J sin ldy 
I' LOy 'If Y 
-r -
] . (AU7) 
where the substitutions 2y = tr - 2x in the first term and 2y = 'It + 2x in 
the second term of the second line were made a8 in the previous case. 
4 . 2 2 2 sin 2 2y Now aince ain y = 8Ul Y (l-coa y) = sin y - 4' we obtain in AU 7 , 
along with the aid of equation All 5: 
CD 4 r pdp cos I" 
Jo 2{ 1+ Z/ Z Pc p 
• 'II 
= ~ sin ydy Inn 2ydy 2 Z rp~ 2· J"'Z' 2 
~ L 0 yZ - 0 4y2 
'II 2 
S 8in ydy - 2 1T Y 
Z 
11 2 ] + r sin 2ydy J_ Z 
'II 4y 
'! 
2 2 11 
411' Pc [ ain2y Z 
= 321" - Y + Si(".) - 5i( 0) 
o 
'It 
1 1 
- '! 51(211')+ z SA(O) 
+ sin2y 
y 
o 
'If 
- 5i(211) + 5ihr) 
2,,-
t t 5i(411') • ~ 5i (211')] 
2 
= ~ [ =-! + 2 Si(I') '. 2 5i(21f) + f 51 (41f) ] ' 
which, when substituted in equation 23 yields 
11
2Np 
2 
T 2 aR r ] 
Q2(AE) = cim L =1+ 2 Sl(".) - 2 S1(2".) + t 5i(4".) 
(AU8) 
which ie identical with equation 24 and is the desired result for n Z(AE). 
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APPENDIX III 
THICK TARGET pCAqqboi~d YIELD FOHMULAS 
A. Target of Uniform Composition. 
The scattering yield from a target of thickness dS is given by 
k 
N
k 
= Nine [~Eb1RD 8L )]L mi~dpK (AIIIl) 
where Nk ia the number 01 particles scattered at energy E lS and lab-
oratory angle 8L into solid angle 0L for Nine particle. incident upon 
the target. The laboratory differenUal scattering eros. section is 
k 
[ ~ (E1S ' 8L ) JL 
and ~ il the number of type k aeattering nuclei per unit volume. The 
magnetic spectrometer used in the experiment accepts particles whose 
enersy lies in the region E ZO - dEZO to E ZO ' where ZEZO/dEzo II Rc - 800 
is the known momentum resolution 01 the spectrometer. This spread 
in energies dE
zO corresponds to a target lamina of thickness dS which 
presents a target of thickness dS/cosSl to the incident proton beam. 
We desire to find the relation between dS/coSSl and dE20 = ZEZO/Rc • 
In order to do this we keep the incident particle energy E10 con-
stant. increase the penetration dePth beneath the surface of the target 
to [' + dS. and calculate the corresponding decrease in energy dEZO at 
the spectrometer. This is Ulustrated in fig. Z. Particles scattered 
at C have an ene,rgy E ZS immediately after scattering and emerge from 
the target at A with energy E 20• Particles scattered at D have an 
energy EZS-a (dE/dx)E • (dS/cosel ) and emerge from the target at p 1S 
H with energy EZO-dEZO ' Since ACOG is a parallelogram. the length 
HO is equal to dS/eoseZ and, as a result. the particle energy lost in 
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. 
this length is (dE/dx)E • (dS/eos9Zh therefore. the partiele energy 
p 20 
at Q is E ZO - dEZO + (dE/dx)E • (dS/cos9 Z). Since we are assuming P zo 
for the moment that the target composition is uniform. the dashed 
parallel lines represent lines of equal energy. For example. the energy 
EZ9 at A ia the same as that at F. and the scattered energy 
at D iathe same as that at B. Therefore. the total energy lost by the 
particles in going from B to A is the same as that in going from D to 
F. The particle energy lost in ~ is (dE/dx)E' • (.§"C). which. since 
. P ZS 
the energy at B is the same aa that at D. ia also equal to 
a (dE/ dx)E • (dS/ cosSl ) p 15 
. Therefore, 
(JJC)= a (dE/ dx)E • (dS/ costy/ (dE/ dx)E • 
P 15 P 2S 
(Aln Z) 
For a uniform target. however, ~ = re. and consequently the energy 
lost in ~K to first order, i8 
(AE\..- = (dE/ dx)E • ('CY)= (dE/ dx)E • (1rC') 
'OF P ZO P ZO 
P(dE/dx)E 20 dE • dS 
P (ax)E cosS· 
15 1 
= a (em/di) . 
p Ezg 
But since the energy at F ia E ZO and that at G is E ZO - dE ZO + 
(dE/dx'E . (dS/co.eZ)' it follows from equation AIll 3 that p 20 
(AW3) 
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and. as a result. 
p(dE/dx)E
ZS
. 1 
tCIEldX)E • cos I . (AlU4) 
p 20 [a Edb/dxFK~KK + co 8 1 • (dE/dx).. ] p ~~ s Z p ~~ 
We have obtained, therefore, the rela.tion between the energy 
dEZO over which the spectrometer accepts scattered particles and the 
effective target thickness dS/cosSl , inside the target and parallel to the 
incident beam, which corresponds to dEZO ' The thick target scattering 
yield from atoms of type k in a homogeneous target is then: 
(AUIS) 
where CV /ez I: Nine is the number of particles incident upon the target 
during each counting operation; pi (E) I: El/~F • fnl j(E) is the total 
stopping eros. section per scattering nucleus of type k. E j is the atomic 
stopping cross section of substance j. and nj is the number of type j 
atoms per unit volume; and the remaining quantities were previously 
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defined in connection with equation Ann. The scattering yield formula 
AlliS was first derived in this form by Wenzel (Wenzel, 1952) by differ-
entiating equation 47. Section Ill. C, with respect to ds/Cosel" Equa-
tion AllIS above agrees with the expressions of Rubin (Rubin, 1959) and 
of Brown. at a.1.. (Brown. 1951) for S very nearly equal to zero, i.e., 
for surface observations. 
B. Targets of Non-uniform Composition. 
For a target of continuously varying composition, we approxi-
mate the actual physical situation by dividing the target into l. layers of 
uniform composition. The composition varies from layer to layer, and 
the width of each layer is S/I. centimeters. The spread in energy of 
the particles coming from the last layer is then given by equation Al1I4, 
!!!.. , 
dE (S) . . 
(-:or-- ) 
p ax EZiS-S/l) [ dE (5) cosel dE (SJ <1~ 
dEZ(S_5/1)= dE E~F • Qp(ax)ElS+ coseZ p(CIik, co;Sl' (AIII6) 
P(di) E Z 25 
where pE~FEpF refers to the rate of particle energy 10s8 in the layer 
between S and 5-5/1.. In order to find the spread in energy dEZ(S_zS/.t) 
of the particles coming from the next-to-L1et layer we refer to the fol)ow .. 
ing diagram: 
A 
EZ(S_ZS/ l.) 
EZ(S-ZS/l.) G 
-dEZ(S_ZS/l ) 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
~-Ep-p/lF 
c 
EZ(S_S/l) 
-dEZ(S_S/l ) 
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The particles entering the next-to-last layer at S-S/I. with energy 
E 2(SeS/l) leave this 'layer with energy E2(S .. OK~iFD whereas those enter-
ing with energy EZ(SeS/l,- dEZ(S_ S/l) leave with energy E Z(S-2S/1) -
dEZ(S-z.c:rl r As in fig. Z the dashed slanted lines represent lines of 
equal energy. so that the energy lost in AIr is the same as that in 1"15". 
dE (S-5/1) 
Consequently. the energy lost in 1il: is dEZ(S-S/l) = pEdi~ • (i3C), 
. dE (S .. S/l) 2(S-,5/1) 
and that lost in m 18 dEZ(S 25/1.):1 (crx )" . (FO). Smce 
• P EZ(S-ZS/.t) 
Fn = '];'C', it follow s that 
dE (S-S/l) 
p(clX)E 
dE = 2(S-2S11) • 
2(5-2.S/1) (dE)(Ses71) 
p dX"E2(S_S/1) 
d~ (5) ( .... , 
p di E Z(5_S/1) 
(dE,{S) x 
p (Ji''EZS 
r dE (5) cosSl dE (5) ] dS x a (,...... ) + E~ ) • L p ax EW cosez p ax E ZS cosel ' (AllI?) 
where use has been'made of equation All16. Each succeeding layer 'will 
contribute a factor of the form 
so that we obtain for dEZO: 
dE = d5 
2.0 cosel 
dE [ (1+1)5/1) 
(-rJ 
p ax bwEip~D~ (dE)t (HI 7] 
pdX 
E Z[ (1+l)5/lj 
. r dE (5) cosel dE (5) "1 
· a (-r- )". + s (-:;::'E J. L. P ax ..... 1S cos 2. P UA 2.5 
(AllIS) 
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Obviously, the larger i. is chosen to be. the more nearly equation AlIlS 
will approximate the actual physical situation. In the present experi-
ment we are concerned with embedded impurity atoms whose concentra-
tion i8 a function of depth beneath the surface of a target which before 
the ion bombardment was of uniform composition, and it becomes con-
dE 
venient to write p (di) in the layer between isl l and (it 1)S/l as: 
(AIIl9) 
where p. is either i or itl, and 8ubscripts I and T refer to the embedded 
impurity atoms and target atoms, respectively. If the ratio p~ I(E)I pt' T(E) 
is independent of energy over the energy region of interest, then all the 
product terms in equation AUIS vanish except the first and last leaving: 
If the target prior to the ion bombardment consisted of more than one' 
atomic substance. we would replace nST ' E T(ES ) by XnSTo E To(Ec:). We P j JP J ..., 
can now write the thick target yield formula AllIS in the following form 
which applies to a target of continuously varying composition: 
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£!. 
ez 
(Alllll) 
Ii the scattering occurs from the embedded impurity atoma then we uae 
v = .. I" throughout expression Alll11. whereas we use v :: n Tn through-
out it the Bcatterin, ia from the target atoms. 
It must be remembered that expression AIUU implicitly contains 
the assumption that pE I(E) / pE T(E) is independent of energy throughout 
the energy region of interest. If this ass\.lmption is not valid. then an 
approximate treatment based on equation AIUS would be more approp-
riate. 
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APPENDIX IV 
DETERMINATION OF INTERMEDIATE ENERGY E USED 
P 
IN EVALUATING PROTON STOPPING CROSS SECTIONS 
Let us assume that we have a homogeneous foU consisting of two 
atomic substances. If the stopping power of each atomic substance can 
be represented by .. (dE/dx) = leE-'V, then the thickness of the foU, ~xK p 
traversed by the protons is given by 
E E \i dE ri dE 
t.uc = ~ .p(dE/di) = JE k../(E/E )Yl + k AE/E )YZ t f f -1 a . 2 a 
(AIVl) 
where Ei and E f are the initial and final proton energi •• f and Ea is 
80me intermediate energy Ef < E < E.. We define E as the proton , alp 
energy for which (Ei-Ef)/(Ax) ,is actually OOp(dE/dx) IE. Then 
p 
E +1 i· dE 
Ea ~/Eb/baFvl+kz/Eb/bKFDsz 
(AIVZ) 
If· E > E. and 'VI > Y2' an inequality can be established by replacing 'VI p . 
by 'Vz, in the first integral, YZ by 'VI in the second integral. and 'Vlby 'VZ 
on the right hand side of equation AIVZ to obtain 
'Y +1 
E E E Z 
a + a f ] 
• 'Yl+ 1 'Vz+lOO 'Vz 
. E. ('Vz+1) 
(AIV3) 
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By defining Ea = (Ei+Ef)/Z and (AE)Av = :Ei-Ef , we can make a power 
series expansion in (AE)Ay!Ea to obtain 
t 1 VI (AE)Av ~1Evl-1~swEyw-1F 1 1-' Evl-vwFwg~bFA"Dg E < E 1 + OX' (- - 1) E + 48V + -?-<V -V -1) 118 (E-' p a "YZ a Z Z Z a + .... 
(AIV4) 
If Ep < Ea' we can establish another inequality by replacing Vz by VI in 
the first tnteiral, Vl by Vz in the second inteiral. and VI by Vz on the 
right hand side of equation AIVZ to obtain the same result as expression 
AIV3 except with the inequality siin revers'8d and Vz aI)d VI interchanged 
on the left hand, side of the inequality. A power series expansion of the 
resulting expre.sion yields 
] 
(AE)A Z } ( Ea v) + ••• 
(AIV5) 
Expressions AIV4 or AIVS reduce to expression 51 of the text when 
VI = VZ' The inequalities e.tablish limite on the intermediate proton 
energy Ep used in evaluating the proton stopping cross sections in 
equation 61 of the text. The most extreme case. that of 500 key nitro-
gen in aluminum, indicated an uncertainty of + Z.3 key in E a. the 
- a 
estimate for Ep' It is felt, however. that Ea is still a good estimate 
since, as has been mentioned before. the proton stopping cross section 
'curves can be read in the vicinity'of 300 key (see Table UI) only to 
within l:::s + 2 kev. 
-sa .. 
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TABLE I. ION BEAM DATA (See pp. 2.7, 42., 46, text) 
Ion bea.m Total ion charge Concentration 0{ 
Ion and current deposited •• embedded ions in 
target (}J. amp) ( .... caul/cm2 ) . target <nx/nT) 
~maKxF (min) 
===r== 
N in Be 1.5--4., 5 19,650--39,300 + 1/3.9 1/11 
Nine 0.4· ... 4. 5 19,650--39.300 + 1/1.6 1/9 
NinA! (* )--1.0 2.3, 100 ... 46, 200 + 1/1.6 1/10 
Ne in Be 0.25-3.0 8.400 ... 11,800 1/6.4 1/34 
Ne in C (. ) .... 1. 0 5,900--8,400 1/12 1/2Z 
A in Be 0.4-.. 3.0 1960 1/46 1/12.9 
A in C 0.4--4.0 1.960--2., 800 1/2.6 1/85 
A in B IO (III ) ..... 1.5 1. 2.40 ..... 4, 400 1/45 1/192. 
A in B (.)--1.5 I, 240--4, 400 1/25 1/97 
K1' in Be (*)--1.5 350 .. -700 1/322 1/915 
Kr in AI (. )--0. 8 880--1050 1/22 1/132. 
Xe in Be (. ) .... 0." 350 .... 530 1/86 1/22.9 
Xe in Al ( • ) .. o~ 25 530 1/30 1/63 
• (Not measurable on meter) 
+ (Molecula.r ion beam (NN)+ used for 50 ... 2.00 key; atomic ion beam 
(N)+ used £01' P~l- .. 500 key) 
•• (The ion charge 18 not necessarily deposited uniIormly over the 
target area exposed to the ion beam. The subsequent proton born .. 
bardments (for the dlfferent ion energies) therelore encounter dif-
ferent concentrations of embea:aed atoms in the target. The max-
itnum and minimum concentrations of enlhedded·atoms as deter-
mined from analysis of. the proton data are given in the last column 
of the Table.) 
TABLE n. TARGET IMPURl'nES 
Target Target impurity (per cent) 
Beryllium Oxygen ... 1; Aluminum .... O. % 
Carbon Oxygen .... 3; Aluminum or sUicon"" O. 5 
Aluminum. alloy 6061 Iron. Copper tmd/or Manganese'" Z 
Aluminum alloy ECllOO Iron. Copper and/or Manganese"" 0.4 
Boron 10; Na.tural boron Negligible 
TABLE m. DEPENDENCE OF PROTON STOPPING POWER 
UPON ENERGY ASSUMING -dE/dx = k/E'Y BEliA VIOR 
Ion and Proton energy region 
tar,8t uaed in range aad range 
"1 'Y. "iT-VI etragg11ng calculadons 
(kev) 
Nin C 195· .. 380 0.564 0.564 0 
Min Be 295 ... -470 0.618 o. S8Z .. 0."036 
N in Al 225--370 0.6ZZ 0.398 .0. 2.2.4 
Ne in C 22.5 .... 360 0.39S 0.592.- +0. 197 
Ne in Be 295· ... 470 0.480 0.534 +0.054 
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Table 11: Target impurities a.s determined by the elastic sca.t-
tering of. protons from the targets. The impuritiea listed are 
in reasonable agreement with the manufacturer's specifications 
except for aluminum. alloy 6061 where the combined impuritie s 
of silicon and magnesium were,listed at - 1.5 per cent by the 
manufacturer. The impQ.ritiell were not seen in the elastic 
scattering momentum profU... See p. Z9, text. 
Ta.ble m: Dependence of proton stopping power upon energy by 
assuming -dE/dx = k/EY behavior for the ions and targets used 
in the neon and nitrogen range measurements. The second 
column gives the proton energy region used in the range and 
range straggling calculations. The values of 'VI and "T are ob-
tained trom Whaling's compilation of stopping crOS8 sections 
(Whaling, 1958). See p. 45, text. 
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TABL,E IV. ElUlORS IN KRYPTON IN BERYLLIUM 
RANGE MEASUREMENTS 
Pos8ible sourees of errol' AmoUDbo! 
erro'l' ( 10) 
E 10 Location of peak in +0. 27 ...... +1. Z profile 
E 20 Spectrometer drift +0. 15 
E 10 EleetJ'ostatie analyser < O. 15 
drUt 
E 1 0' Eao Electrostatic aDalyaer < O. Z 
callbratloo 
E 10• E ZO Uncertainty in 8uriace +20 -- +40 
contanUDant correc .. 
tion 
cos81 Uncertainty in 'I +0.88 
eos9Z Uncertainty In '2 +0.92 
E Uncertainty in E 's +3.0 P P 
a Uncertainty in & L +0.4Z 
Presence of impurity atoms negligible 
0/0 Error intro-
duced 1n final value 
of range 
+13.0 ..... +5.54 
+6.6- .. +0.64 
<6.4-- 0.67 
< O. 3 
+1.95 .... +1.3 
+0.37 
+0.48 
+3.0 
+2.0--+0.23 
negligible 
TOTAL PROBABLE ERROR: +17.2% --+6.6% 
... S7a-
Table IV: Errors in krypton in beryWum range measurements. 
The er".or8 are typical of aU the xenon. krypton. and a.rgon 
measurements. Column IUsta the source of error, column Z 
the estimated uncertainty in the source expressed u a probable 
error, and column 3 the probable error introduced in the final 
value of. the range. The values listed are lor the 50- and 500 .. 
key meuurements; there Is usually a. decreaU~ per cent of 
error with increasing ion energy. The total probable error is 
obtained by taking the square root of the sum of. the squares of 
the lndlvidual errors. See p. 57, text. 
TABLE V. ERRORS IN KRYPTON IN B~ovii1rM 
STRAGGLING MEASUREMENT 
Possible sources of error 
ELHM Location of 10'W'er half 
10 maximum of peak in 
profile 
E UHM Loca.tton o! upper half 
10 max1mum of peak lA 
profUe 
ELHM E UHM UncertaJ.nty in 
10 • 10 
LHM UHM 
E 10 • E lO Uncertainty in 
CT prot .ua" 
LHM UHM E lO • E to Amount 01. im-purity atoms 
deposited 
pE Uncertainty in pE 's 
All other source8 listed in 
Table tv 
+0. Zl .... +l. 19 
- -
+0.21 .. -+1. 11 
+40 
+50 ..... +30 
+3.0 
0/0 Error intro-
duced in.final value 
of 8traggling 
t15. 3 .... +15 .. 7 
+7. 4.-+0. 13 
+21. 6- -+3. 96 
- 5 
+3.0 
< 1. 5 
... 88a-
Table V: Errors in krypton in beryllium range stra.ggling 
measurements. The errors are typical 04. all the xenon, 
krypton, and a.rgon range straggling measurements. Column 1 
lists the source of .:':1"01", column Z the estimated uncertainty 
in the source expressed as a probable er~orI and column 3 the 
probable erl'ol" introduced in the final value of the range strag-
gling. The values listed are for the 50- and SOO-kev measure-
ments; there is usually a decreasing per cent of error with 
increasing ion energy. The total probable enol" is ohtaJ.ned by 
taking the sq\U1.re root of the sum of. the squares of the individual 
errors. See p. 58. text. 
TABLE VI. ERRORS IN NITROGEN IN BERYLLIUM 
RANGE MEASUREMENTS 
Possible sources of errol' 
E 10 LocaUon o£ peak inprolUe 
E ZO ppe~t1"ometer drilt 
E 10 Electrosta.tlc analy.er drift 
E lO' E ZO Electroetatlc analyaer 
caltbra.tion 
E lO' E ZO Uncertainty in 8Urlace 
contamJ.nam correc-
. cose l 
cose l 
e 
P 
E[1 ] 
10 
tion 
Uncertainty in e 1 
Uncertainty in aZ 
Uncertainty in e IS 
P 
Uncertainty in 8L 
Uncertainty of lnddellt en-
ergy at region 1 .. region 
2 interface 
Uncertaint:les in 
(do-/dO)N, A O/f!.. • 
and in using c 
i(nx/nTlmax U 
"a.veragelt impurity 
concentratiOD in 
regicm Z 
Eftq/f~F Uncertatnty in f~ 
Uncertainty in factor "til used tn 
estimating how many embedded 
atoms the incoming atoms see 
Amountooi 
error ( ~oF 
+0.5%--+0.61 
+0.21 
o. a 
0.2 
+ 20 
+0.88 
+0.95 
+3.0 
+0. a 
+0. 21 .... +0.80 
+ 50 
+ 20 
+ 50 
% brro~K intro-
duced in final value 
of range 
+7.6--+1.93 
+2.52--+0.40 
2. Z .. -+O. 34 
0.3 
+3.10 ... +0.84 
+0.35 
+0.60 
+3.0 
+2.74-.+0.61 
+0. 13--+0. 12 
+1.65--+0.94 
- -
+0.32- ... +0.20 
+0. Sl---fO. 51 
-TOTAL PROBABLE ERROR: +10% __ +4% 
- -
... 89&-
Table VI: Errors in nitrogen in beryllium range measurements. 
The errors a.re typical of the nitrogen and neon mea.surements. 
Column 1 li.tll the source of error. column Z the e8timated un-
certainty in the source expressed as ~ probable error, and 
column 3 the probable error introduced in the final value of the 
range. The values listed are for the 50- and 500-kev measure-
ments; there is usually a decreasing per cent of error with in-
creaaing 1011 energy. The total probable error i8 obtained by 
taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the individual 
error8. See p. 59. text. 
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TABLE Yn. ERRORS IN NITROGEN IN BER YLLlUM 
STRAGGLING MEASUREMENT 
Possible sources of error Amountooi 
error ( '/0) 
:tart n II 
b~~~~g Location of lower ha.l£ +0.21- .. +0.80 
maximum in profUe 
b¥~M Location of upper half +0.26--+0.61 
maximum in profile 
ELHM E UHM Uncertainty in + 35 
10 • 10 
Cf"inst 
ELHM E U1-ll,1: Uncerta.tn:ty in + 50 ... -+ 30 10 ' 10 
fT prot stragg 
p e Uncertainrj' in p e 's +3. 0 
(nz/nT) Uncertainties in + 33 
max (au /dn )N. An /R • 
and in using 3/4- e 
• (n./n ... ",) as !lav .. 1 1 mm: 
erage!l impurity con-
centration in region 3 
(ItT/ltx) UncCl1:a1nt:y in It I 
Uncertainty in factor II!_" used in 
e stir:l&ting how many embedded 
atoms the incoming atoms see 
All other sources listed in 
Table VI. 
+ 20 
+ 50 
% Error intro-
duced in final value 
of. straggling 
+8.18--+24.8 
+9.27--+17.7 
- -
+1.93- .. +0.74 
+7.5 .. -+12.9 
+3.0 
+5.4--+8.48 
+1. 10--+2.40 
+2.74--+6.02 
< 3.0 
TOTAL PROBABLE ERROR ASSIGNED: +16.7°/0--+35.0°/0 
-90a.-
Table VU: Errore in nitrogen in beryllium range straggling 
measurement8. The. error8 are typical of all nitrogen and neon 
range 8traggling measurements. Column 1 lists the source of 
error, column Z the estimated uncertainty in the souree ex-
pressed as a probable error. and column 3 the probable error 
introduced in the final value o£ the range atraggllng. The value8 
listed are for the 50- and SOO-kev measurements: there is usually 
a decreasing per cent of error with increasing ion energy. The 
total proba.ble errol' 1. obtained by taking the square root of the 
sum of the square. of the lDd1vtdual errors. See p. 59. text. 
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TABLE VUl. EXPERIMENTAL RANGE AND RANGE 
STRAGGLING MEASUREMENTS 
Ion and Ta.rget Ion Energy 
(kevl oan~ ~ IJ. grn/cm. ) Range ptr~gl1ng ( ~ s.m/em ) 
32..4+ 9.4 4. 3 + 1. Z 4. 4: + 1. 1 
lO(J. 3 9.4'+ 1.0 6.0 +" 1. 1 
Xe in Be ZOO. 5 ~TK:r+ I.Z 10. r+ 1.3 300.8 24.0 + 1.8 12,. 1 '+ 1.7 
401.0 32..0 + 2..0 21.3 +" 1.8 
501.3 41. 1 + 5. 1 19.3 + 1.9 
-
50. 1 4. 3 + 0.9 4. 4: + 1.5 
100.3 7.7 +" 1.4: 11.:r+ 1.5 
Xe in Al 200.5 15. r+ a.. 0 17.7+Z.0 300.8 ZZ. S + Z.8 30. <} + 3. 3 
401.0 36.6"+ 3.3 33 • ., "+ 3. Z 
501.3 43.1 + 4.9 30.3 "+ 6. 0 
-
45.9 + 3.0 5.8 + 1.0 3.9 + 1.3 
96.0" 3. Z 10.0+ 1.5 8.7 + 1. 1 
Kr in Be 196. r+ 3.6 %3.4 +' Z. 3 16. b+ Z.O 295.6 +" 4. 2. 35.5 +' 3. '7 21. 1 "+ 3 ... 
395.6 + 5.0 48. Z + 4. 4 28.4: +' .. 6 
495.6" 5.8 60.7 + 4.0 2.6.4 +' 6. Z 
50.1 5.0 + 1.4 6. <} + Z. 1 
100.3 9. 1 "+ Z.2. 15.:r+1.8 
Kr in Al ZOO. 5 19.r+ 1.7 19.0 + 3. 1 300.8 35. Z +' 4. 0 2,8.5 +.3.9 
401.0 47.4 +' 6. 4: 38.9'+ 6. 5 
501.3 56. 1 + 7.6 45. Z +' 8.9 
48.5 + 1.0 8 • ., + Z.2. 8.2·+ 1.2 
98.6 +' 1.4: 18. S-+ Z.O 14. r+ 1.7 
Ain Be 198. tr+ Z. 1 36.0'+ 3. 3 21.0 + 2.5 298.0'+ 3. 3 56.7 + 4. 0 2,5." +" 3.7 
396.9 +" 4. 3 72.8 +" 5.0 30.9 + 4.5 
500.'"2 97.3 "+ 6.5 37.8 + 5.0 
-
-
44. 7 + 3.0- 8. Z + 1.0 3.0 + 1.4 
A in B IO 99.6'+ 1. 1 15. <1+ Z.O 12..4"+ 2.4 30(1. Z 50.0 + 3.9 a2. <} "+ Z.7 
500. Z 82.4: + 7.3 U.7 +" 8." 
-91a-
Ta.ble VIU: The table give. the experimental range and range 
straggling measurements in JJ. gm/c.mZ. The range straggling 
given in the table ts 'he full width at half maximum of the im-
purity atom distributions bued on the calcula.tions of Sections 
m. E and m. H. All errors quoted a.re probable errora, and 
where no errors are builc&ted on the Ion energies. it is im-
plicitly assumed that the ian energy uncertainty is ~ 1 per cent. 
See p. 62, text. 
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TABLE vm Eco~·dKFK EXPERIMENTAL RANGE AND RA-NGE 
STRAGGLING MEASUREMENTS 
Ion ana Target Ion Eiiergy ltiUige ltilige ptrag~iiig 
Ekev~ ~ .... am/ern!) ~ ~gm/cm ) 
49.6 + 0.6 9. Z + 0.9 3.6 + 1.7 
10(}' 2 19.(J+ 1.7 11.4+ 1.4 
A in B Z49.S· 44.6'+ Z.8 17.2.+.2.5 
300.0 55.6:;:- 3. 9 16. 1 :;:: 3.3 
500.3 86.6"+ 5.8 .22.9"+ 8. 0 
-
49.9 10.4 + 2 • ., 7.5+1.5 
100.0 18. 1 '+ 2.6 13.4+ 1.5 
AinC 201.0 36.7 + 4. 1 19.6 + Z.2. 300.0 49.2"+ 4. 0 20.0 +" 4.4 
400.0 64.6 +' 7. 4 2.8.9 "+ 8. 1 
500.0 86.0 + 5.9 27.2 + 5.6 
45. Z + 2." 14. 1 + l. 9 12.3 + Z. 1 
95. '7 + .2.5 41.7 + 3.4: 19.8 +" 3. 0 
Ne in Be 194. b'+ 3.5 72..1 + 6. 5 33.9"+ 3.9 296.6 + 3.6 108. '1+ 4. 2 
393.7"+ 5.5 134. 1 + 10.7 41.9 + 9.9 
490.5"+ 7. 4: 155. 1 + 9.9 42..0 +" 6.7 
-
50. 1 17.9+2.1 17.4+2..9 
Ne in C 99.6 + 1. 1 38.:; + 2.7 15.4: + 4.7 20(1.2 75.2.+ 4. 1 24.2. + 6.8 
299.7 100.4"+ 7.0 30.2. + 12.5 
400.5 127.:; + 8.2. 40.3"+ 10.8 
500.6 143.7 + 9.5 31. 1 +" 10.7 
48.3 + 1.3 23.8 + Z.3 11.0 + 1.8 
97.5-; 1.9 40.9+ Z.6 12.5 + 3.5 
N in Be 195.5'"'+ 3.6 76.5 + 4. 5 2.3.2."+ 5.6 291.3 :to 6.3 103. r+ 5.8 23. 1 "+ 5. 5 
385.9 + 9.6 127.6'+ 5.3 23.7'+ 6. 2 
492.3 + 7.6 151. Z +" 6. 1 17.0 + 5.7 
49.9 24.0 + 3.6 14.3 + 3.9 
N in C 99 • ., + 1. 1 43.4 +' 3. Z 20.9 +' 6. 0 19<f.6 75.7"+ 6.7 31.5 + 11.4: 
300.0 100. <1+ 5.8 30. 1 +' 12.2. 
46.7+2.1 30.8 + 10.0 39.9 + 10.8 
10(1. 1 74.0 +" 8. 3 22.2"+ 10. 1 
N inAl 200. Z 114. 1+ 12.8 44. 1 + 12.5 296. ! + 3.6 156. 1 +" 14. 2 62.9'+ 16.0 
400.'"5 198.7'+ 15. 1 42.8"+ 14.6 
- 497.4+ 5.4: ZI8.S + 16.8 57.2.'+ 16.8 
-
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-DETERMINATION OF LABORATORY VELOCITIES VI AND 
-. --... 
Vo FROM CENTER OF MASS VELOC ITY Vc 
.. 94a-
- -Figure 1: The determination of laboratory velocities v 1 and v 0 
. -from the center of rna •• velocity v c. The velocity o! the inci-
dent a.tom is v 1L • iL and ic are the la.boratory and center of 
mass angles. respectively. of the scattered atom. ~ is the labor 
oratory angle with re.pect to the incident beam direction through 
which the "stationary atom" recoils. See p. 9. text. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF KRYPTON 
INSIDE BERYLLIUM TARGET 
(DIFFERENT AMOUNTS OF 
3000 KRYPTON DEPOSITED) 
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Figure 9: Distribution of krypton in beryllium target as a func-
tion of the amount of krypton ion deposited. The maximum COIl" 
centration of Kr 1n each bomba.rdment is expressed a8 an effec-
tive molecular composition. Protons sca.ttered from the three 
lesser concentrations of krypton indicate that Ute embedded 
atoms have no effect on the range measurement greater than 
the experimental uncertainty. Concentrations greater than one 
krypton atom per ( :::: 30) beryllium atoms introduce a noticeable 
shift in the peak. See p. 46, text. 
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DIVISION OF TARGET INTO TWO REGIONS 
TO CALCULATE NEON AND NITROGEN RANGES 
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Figure 10: Division of target into two regions to calculate 
neon and nitrogen ranges. Region 1 represents a layer of 
pure target atoms. Region 2 represents a layer consisting of 
a. mixture of target and impurity atome; the impurity atom con-
centration increases with depth. Proton energy b~~F is re-
quired to scatter from the region 1 ... region 2 interface. and 
proton energy b~ is required to scatter from the layer of 
atoms having the maximum impurity atom concentration. See 
p. 48. text. 
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Figure II 
70 RANGE OF XENON IN BERYLLIUM 
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Figures 11 - 18: The range of xenon, krypton. and argon in 
various targets is plotted as a function of the Ion bomba.rding 
energy. The solid curve in each figure is the theoretical pre-
diction of equation 26 for the range modtiied by the projection 
correction of equation 36. The curve is drav;rn over the region 
-z of validity of the r potential mentioned in Section U. D. The 
dotted curve in ea.ch figure is the theoretical prediction of 
Lindhard and Scha.rff (Llndhard, 1961a) neglecting electron 
excitation, but including projection correction (equation 39). 
The ~yPKf;~tMA curve is the theoretical prediction of Lindhard 
and Scharff (Lindhard. 1961b) including both projection cor-
rection and electron excitation. See pp. 62-65, text. 
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Figure 12 
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Figure 13 
RANGE OF KRYPTON IN BERYLLIUM 
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Figure 14 
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Figure 15 
140 RANGE OF ARGON IN BERYLLIUM 
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Figure 16 
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Figure 17 
140 RANGE OF ARGON IN BORON 
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Figure 18 
RANGE OF ARGON IN CARBON 
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Figure 19 
175 RANGE OF NEON IN BERYLLIUM 
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Figllres 19 - 23: The range of neon and nitrogen in various 
targets is plotted as a £lmction of the ion bomba.rding energy. 
The dashed curve in each figure is the theoretical prediction 
of Lindhard and Scharff (Llndhard. 1961b) including electl,"on 
excitation but neglecting projection correction. See p. 62, 65, 
text. 
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Figure 20 
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Figure 22 
RANGE OF NITROGEN IN CARBON 
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Figure 23 
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Figure 24 
35 XENON IN BERYLLIUM RANGE STRAGGLING 
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:':'igures 24 - 31: Ranae strag3ling of xenon, krypton, and 
a:l!'gon in various tareete is plotted as a fUl1.ction of the ion 
bO'!'l'l.barding enel"rrY. The solid curve in C~:lC;l figure represents 
the full width at hal! maximum predicted by equation 29, 
2 )(2 In Z) n 2 (R) '. No consideration is 3iven for n 2(R¥ ) 
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Figure 25 
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Figure 26 
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Figure 27 
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, Figure 28 
ARGON IN BERYLLIUM RANGE STRAGGLING 
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Figure 29 
ARGON IN BORON 10 RANGE STRAGGLING 
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Figure 30 
ARGON IN BORON RANGE STRAGGLING 
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Figure 31 
140 ARGON IN CARBON RANGE STRAGGLING 
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ATOMIC STOPPING CROSS SECTION 
FOR NEON IONS IN BERYLLIUM 
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Figure 3Z: The dotted curve represents the contribution to 
the stopping cross section (dE/NdR) due to elastic nuclear 
collisions (equation 43. text). The dashed curve gives the 
contribution to the stopping cross section due to electron 
excitation ba.sed on Lindhard and Scharff's estimate (equation 
44). The solid curve is the lineal' sum of these contributions, 
and the dark circles a.re the experimental points obtained by 
differentiating a smooth curve drawn through the points of 
fig. 19. See p. 65, text. 
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ATOMIC STOPPING CROSS SECTION 
FOR NITROGEN IONS IN BERYLLIUM • 
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Figure 33: The dotted curve represents tile contribution to 
the stopping cross section (dE/NdR) due to elastic nuclear 
collisions (equation 43. text). The dashed curve gives the 
contribution to the stopping cross section due to electron ex-
citation based on Lindh.a.rd and Scharff's estima.te (equation 
44). The soUd curve is the llnear sum of these contributions, 
and the dark circles are the experimental points obtained by 
differentiating a. smooth eurve drawn through tIle points of 
fig. 21. See p. 65, text. 
